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FOREWORD

This is ‘~~lume V of six volumes of training material prepared for an
experimental course of maintenance instruction on the AAFCS M33 fire control
system. This materia l was developed duri ng research conducted by the
U. S. Army Air Defense Human Research Unit at Fort Bliss , Texas , in
cooperation with the U. S. Army Air Defense School. A detailed account of
the research, the results ai~d recommendations emerging from the experiment ,
and the rationale by which this material was prepa red and used, is inc luded
in HumRRO Technical Report 46, “Development and Eva luation of an
Experimental Program of Instruction for Fire Control Technicians . ” It is
recommended that readers familiarize themselves with the contents of this
report before attempting to use the training materia l contained in these
volumes . A copy of this report may be ol~ained by writing to the Director ,
Human Resources Research Office , The George Washington University ,
Washington 7, D. C.
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INTRODUCTION

This volume contains instructiona l material for the Computer subcourse
of a progra m of fire control radar instruction~wh+sb~consists of the following
subcour ses:

I Operation Orientation
II Electronic Fundamenta ls

III Acquisition Radar
N Track Rada r
V Computer

VI Maintenance and Supply/

It includes lesson plans and practical exerci-eés designed to be covered In 92
periods of instruction: 50 periods of confe rence and 42 periods of practical
exercises . Each instructional period was approximately 50 mInutes in length.
A detailed breakdown of Instructional topics and time allotment is presented
in table I, j~ ge 3.

The Computer subcourse is designed to provide the student with the
information and skills necessary to maintain, repair , and adjust the computer
subsystem of the AAFCS M33 D

-~‘Inst ructiona l material contained herein is tha t issued to instructors.
Materia l issued to students was identical with two exceptions ; (1) copies o
practical exercises were not issued, and (2) instructor ’s notes , suggested
explanations, and problem s (shown in boxes in the lesson plans) were deleted.

A diffe rence in format exists between material in this volume and that

‘1 used during the research, in that the experimental lesson plans were printed
only on the left-hand pages of the volumes. This arrangement provided student
and instructor with convenient and appropriate space for notes.

It will be r~oted that each page of lesson plans and practical exercises Is
coded at the top of the page. This code is interpreted as follows: the first
letter “I” indicates that these publications were issued to instructors, the
second letter Ind icates the volume (in this case “C’ for Computer), and the
number following the dash indicates the num ber of the lesson plan In the
volume. The code found on practical exercises is similar except for the “P’
preceding the number that follows the dash.
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Experience gained during the course of an experiment frequently enables
resea rchers to suggest modifications in design and/or material tha t should
lead to significant improvement of the product . Severa l modifications have
been incorporated into this volume to the possible benefit of the user.

The following cha nges were made in the content of this volume of the
Computer subcourse as compared with the subcourse as it was experimentally
evaluated:

1. The first conferenc e, “ Computer Block Diagram , ” was altered to
include a brief explanation of the problem s solved by the computer and an
explanatory analogy between hunting and the gunnery problem . Experience

fr indicates that the subjects of placement and operation of computer controls ,
originally covered in the first conference, could best be taught on the
equipment . Therefore , the topics are here included as pa rt of the first
practical exercise.

2. The conference on the “Observed-Target Coordinates Section” has
been rewritten to provide a more detailed explanation of the manne r in which
the computer determines the present-position of the target.

3. The conference on the ‘ Summing Amplifie r” and the associated
practical exercise were not included in the Computer subcourse when it was
experimentally evaluated.

Changes re lating to topic time allotments are indicated in table 1.
Numbers indicate recommended hours of instruction for each topic : where
recommended time differs from time actually allotted during the experiment ,
actua l time consumed during the experiment is indicated in parentheses.

Although materials in this volume have been carefully prepa red ,
imperfections may still exist. Your coope ration in eliminating them is
requested. Notification of errors and suggestions for improveff ent should
be fo rwarded to the Director of Research , U. S. Army Air Defense Hum an
Researc h Unit , Fort Bliss , Texas.
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Table 1

SUMMARY OF INSTW . ~TIONAL* PERIODS ALLOTTED TO TOPICS
INC LUDED IN THE COMPUTER SUBCOURSE

TOPIC CONFERENC E PRACTICAL

Int roduction
Compute r Block Diagram 4 3

Associated Circuits 4 3

Azin uth , Elevation , and Time-of’-
Flight Servos 4 3

Predicted-Target Coordinates
Section 4 3

Ballistic Synthesis 4 3

Summing Amplifier 4 (0) 3 (0)

Preoperationa l Checks 4 3

Plotting Boa rds 4 3

Pen Intercha nge , Refe rence , and
Timin g Marks 4 3

Fire and Cease-Fire Marks 4 3

Review 4 3

Examinations 6 9

Tota l 50 (46) 42 (39)

*Dees not include 59 periods devoted to nonacademic time: Commander’s
time, physical training, etc . 
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LESSOI . PLA N

COMPUTER BLOCK DIAGRAM

OBJECTIVE:

1. To explain the five basic steps of the air defense problem and the
symbols used to indicate data flow through the computer.

2. To give the student a basic understanding of the computer and the
problems it solves.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Throughout the computer
disc ussion we will be referring to the computer
used with 90-mm guns . Wherever circuits in
computers used with 120-mm guns diffe r , these
points should be brought out.

INTRODUCTION:

The purpose of the computer is to furnish da ta representing firing
information to the guns.

Before the mission of the ta rget can be interrupted , the following steps
must be completed .

1. The acquisition rada r must detect a ta rget roughly in azimuth and
range,

2. The designator circuits must relay this info rmation to the track
radar.

3. The track radar must locate the target accurately in azimuth ,
elevation, and slant range.
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4. The computer must receive this information and send the appropriate
directi ng voltages to the guns so that the mission of the ta rget can be
successfully interrupted.

PRESENTATION:

1NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: During the next few
weeks many of the students will be confronted
for the first time with the concept of the
computer and its solution to the air defense
problem . It is for this reason recommended
that the first portion of this conference be
devoted to a definition and desc ription of
what the computer is as well as the problem s
it is called upon to solve.

The fo llowing discussion is presented
as a guide for this portion of the confe r-

ence which should in no case extend for more
tha n two 45-minute periods.

Attention is called to the method used in
the sample discussion to gradua lly build up to
the computer from the simple princip les used
in hunting which it Is assumed are well known
to all. New term s are gradually brought into

~~~y and are underlined for emphasis.

After a projectile leaves the muzzle of a gun , many forces begin acting
upon it to va ry its velocity and direction . Any one of these forces , if not taken
into conside ration , can seriously affect the success of the air defense mission.

The effects of these forces have plagued marksmen back to the day man
laid his club down and sta rted throwing rocks at his enemies. The formal
study of these forces is called ballistics, and it may be tha t the student a lready
kn ows more about the science of ballistics than he at first suspected as the
following example may prove.

An experienced shotgunner notices a low- flying duck approachIng at about
300 yards. He will certainly not start shooting Immed iately since he knows
that , at best, even with a full choke, he ca nnot kill at more tha n 60 or 70 ya rds.
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He will , in stead , raise and unlock his gun and mentally estimate whether the
bird will come within range of his gun. If he sees tha t the bi rd Is going to
fl y within range, he will then begin estimating the bird ’s speed and height so
tha t he can j udge the amount of lead he will give. At the time the gun is fired,
it will be ai med at a point ahead and above the present position of the duck by
amounts determined by the duck’ s speed and ra nge. The point at which the
gun is fi red is chosen instinctively by the hunter , and, if he we re asked why
he chose that spot to shoot at , he might be at somewha t of a loss to explain
hi mself. Therefore , a brief analysis of the gun ’s aim with respect to the
bird may be of value at this time.

The point in space occupied by the bird at the time the gun is fi red is
known as its present position. The point in space where the shot collides with
the bird is called the £~~~ t of Lntercept. When the hunter fires , he does not
fi re at the bird’ s present position but at the point of int ercept , and whether
or not he takes the duc k home is going to depend not onl y on his hitting the
inte rcept point but also on his picking the correc t intercept point .

In determining the amount of lead that he gives the bird , the hu nter takes
into account not onl y how fast the ta rget is moving, but also the speed of the
shot: muzzle velocity. It can be seen tha t if the bird flies faste r , it covers
more dista nce in a given time and will , the refore , have to be led more.
Anot her factor that determines the amount of lead is the distance the shot
will have to travel in order to hit the point of interc ept : slant rang~e. As
the slant range becomes greater , the time required for the shot to reach the
point of intercept becomes greater. The total time required for the shot to
reach the ,polnt of Intercept from the instant the shot is fired is called t m e
of flight.

To estimate where the p~t nt of intercept is , the hunter must take into
account such things as ta rget speed, slant range, and time of flight. Afte r
he has estimated the point of intercept , he must also take into account the
limitations of his gun and formula te a pla n for hitting the point of intercept.
This entails estimating the wind velocity and direction and how gravity will
a ffec t the shot. If the hunter makes all his estimates correctly, the bird and
the shot come together at the point of Intercept , and the duck population is
decreased by one .

2/ This Is also referred to as time to burst.
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The foregoing example does not diffe r appreciably f rom the problem the
computer must solve, and it is inc luded only to present in simple terms the
problems involved in shooting dow n a flying ta rget . It is assumed tha t the
student followed the preceding disc ussion with little diffic u lty since he was
only given new expressions and terms for idea s with which he has been long
familiar.

The problem tha t the compute r in the AAFCS M33 is called upon to solve
is a bit more elaborate than shooting ducks . To begin with , the computer is
capable of predicting the point of intercept for ta rgets fl yin g well in excess of
mach 1 and at ranges out to 40, 000 ya rds . The computer can also give a
continuous solution to the problem with mathematica l exactness.

For purposes of explanation , the computer can be broken down into the
following groups :

1. Observed- ta rget coordinates section ,

2. Prediction coordinates section,

3. Servo section , and

4. Ballistic section.

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Draw diagram 1
[i n  one corner of the blackboa rd.

In the following explanation of the computer block diagra m , it will be to the
student ’s advantage to keep in mind the hunte r and the duck. Although the

‘1 purposes differ , the problem s involved are the same.

To arrive at a correct solution to the air defense problem , the compute r
must , as did the hunte r , observe the target for a while to determine Its
di rection and speed . This is accomplished through the track radar.

In automatic operation , the antenna of the track radar is pointed directly
at the ta rget , and the position of the antenna bears a direct relationship to
the azimut h and elevation of the ta rget. The track range computer , under
automatic operation measures the range to the ta rget.

I
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Diagram I. Simplified computer block diagram.

The computer uses the position of the antenna and the range computer to
fi nd the present pos i tion of the ta rget in rectangula r coordinates .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Discuss the difference
between spherical and rec tangular coordinates
and , also, how the position of the track radar
represents the spherical coordinates of the
ta rget’s position.

The circuits within the computer are arranged in such a manner that
they can only accept data regarding ta rget position in rectangular coordinates.
As mentioned before , the track radar locates the target in spherical
coordinates. The coordinates are defined as:

A0 = azimuth observed,

= elevation observed, and

= slant range observed.
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These data are sent to the first portion of the computer and converted to
rectangular-coordinate data by a pair of da ta units which are positioned by
the t rack antenna . The outputs from the two data units are:

X0 = ta rg~~ position on east-west axis ,

= ta~gç~ position on north-south axis , and

H0 = distance above horizontal plane passing~
through the center of the antenna.

The values of X0, Y0, and H0 pinp oint the ta rget ’s present pos i tion at a
given point in space. Since the target is moving , it will now be necessary
that the compute r predict where the target and a projectile traveling, for
example , at 2 , 675 feet per second will meet. When the computer find s the
inte rcept point , it develops the rectangula r coordinates of this point and sends
them to the servos where they are reconverted to gun-positioning coordinates.
Remember that the compute r ’s solution for the intercept point is based on
observation of the target ’s present movements and position , and it compa res
exactly with the hunter ’s leading the duck. The computer defines the Intercept
point by using the following values :

X~ = predicted east-west position of the interc ept point ,

Y~ = predicted north-south position of the intercept point ,
and

‘1 H~, = predicted distanc e above horizonta l plane of the
inte rcept point.

In the next few days, the student will find that the computer ’s solution to
the target ’s present position is very easy to understa nd , and that the only
concept he may find difficult is the computer ’s solution to the Interc ept point.
The examination of the many variables tha t must be considered in solving for
Xp, Y~, and H~ involves most of the work in understanding the computer.

The fo llowing are considerations in the computer ’s solution for the value
X~ . A ta rget flying directly east will have a value of ;-~~ tha t is steadily
increasing by an amount proportiona l to its easterly veloc ity . If the target
flies east at a stead y altitude , Y0 and H0 will remain constant , and the onl y
change will be in the value of X0. If the ta rget is flying east at a constant
speed, the val ue of X0 increases linea rly with time.

9
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I INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Exp lain how the
distance covered by an object flying at a
steady rate can be computed by m ultip ly-

~~pg its rate by time.

The amount of change of X0 in a given ti me is detected in the rate or
fi rst-derivative networks in the computer. The symbol X represents the
amount of cha nge of X0 wi th respect to a given unit  of time. If the target is
moving at a perfectly constant velocity, then X represents the ta rget ’s speed.

If a ta rget speeds up while flying east , the value of the symbol X will
inc rease at some rate determined by how fast the ta rget is gaining speed.
The rate of change in X is detected in the second-derivative networks and
designated by the symbol X.

The direction and manner of the ta rget ’s flight will then determine the
va lues of X0, X, and ~C , as well as the cor responding values of Y and H.

To solve fo r Xi,, the compute r must know the speed of the projectile
(approximately 2,675 ft/sec) and the predicted distanc e to the intercept point.
With these two bits of info rmation it will then proceed to solve for the values
of ~X, ~ Y , and ~ H which correspond to the amount by which the hunter led
the duck.

The triangula r prefix called delta in front of X , Y, and H denotes the
tota l amount by which X , Y, and H are expected to cha nge from the time the
gun is fi red until  the target and projectile meet at the inte rcept point.

The computation of the inte rcept point is by no means the end of the
computer ’s job for it must also ta ke into account all the physical forces tha t
may act upon a projectile while it is in flight. This is performed by the
ballistic section of the computer and results in the gun ’s being aimed so tha t
the projectile passes through the inte rcept point after the various fo rces have
acted upon the projectile.

The final block In our simplified block diagram of the computer is the servo
section which receives the information rega rding the intercept point from the
p~~dicted-ta rget coordinates section and the ballistic data from the ballistic
section. The function of the servo section is to com bine all information
rega rding the ta rget and the path of the projectile and to convert the info rma-
tion into data to be sent to the guns.
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A f = firing azimuth ,

Ef = firing elevation, and

Fz = fuze setting.

[INSTRUCToR’S NOTE: Show training film
[~~~-9- 1843 (20 m m )

REVIEW:

The five basic steps in the computer ’s solution of the air  defense problem
follow .

1. Location of the ta rget in spherical coordinates .

a. The (mechanical) position of the antenna determines the
observed azimuth A0 and obse rved elevation E0 of the ta rget.

b . The track radar determines the observed slant range D0 of the
target .

2. Conversion of the observed-target coordinates from spherical into
rectangular coordinates.

a . The output voltages taken from the arms of the elevation-data
potentiomete r represent observed ground ra nge R0 and obse rved
altit ude H0.

b . The outputs taken from the arms of the azimuth-data potentiom-
ete r represent distance on the E-W (X) axis and N- S (Y) axis.

3. Prediction of the p redicted coordinate or the amount of lead voltage
necessary for hitting the target. The sum of lead voltage and
observed-position voltage results in a predicted-position voltage.

4. CorrectIon in the ballistic section for ballistic and nonstandard
atmospheric conditions .

5. Conversion of rectangular firing information into firing data by the
A f , E f, Fz , and time-of- flig ht servos .

11
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iNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE:

1. Explain the type of data that is sent
to the guns by the computer.

2. If time remains , go over the simple
bloc k diagram of the computer. Make certain
that each student knows the purpose of each
block.

3. Make certain tha t eac h man has a
copy of the chec k sheet and familiarize the
class with the va rious symbols used.

‘1
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

COMPUTER BLOCK DIAGRA M

AAFCS M33 SETUP: Full y energized (including the computer).

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Null-voltage test set and multimeter.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE: None .

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Since this exercise is an introduction to the computer , it is desi rable
for the instructor to have the system in complete operation at the
beginning of the demonstration.

2. If possible, the t racking rada r should be in AUTO and tracking a
a moving ta rget. The computer should be ene rgized with the
OPERAT ION switch in FIRE FOR EFFECT and the INPUT DATA
switch in REMOTE. Plotting boa rds will be plotting the course of
the ta rget.

3. Demonstrate the effects of all the controls on the correction panel
on the compute r ’s solution of the t racking problem . The effects of
moving any of the controls can be seen on the SERVO dials and usually
on the p lotti ng boards .

4 . While the plotting boards a re in operation , the pu rpose of the three
different boards can be explained.

5. Show the effects of the four- and eight -second data smoothing on the
predicted plots. Point out tha t , with eight -second data smoothing,
the plots are smoother just as fi ring information is smoother.

13
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6. Explain the use of the timing marks, the fire and cease-fi re marks,
and the reference marks. Demonstrate how the marks appear.

7. Point out the meters on the rate-indicating panel and discuss their
purpose.

8. Discuss the purpose of the six built-in problems, called static tests ,
and how their solution is an indication of the operating accuracy of
the computer.

9. Demonstrate the pen inte rchange by shorting the pens together with
a sc rewdriver and discuss the purpose of the interc hange.

10. Place the computer in STATIC TEST and demonstrate with the plotting
boards tha t the fi rst four tests are in quadrants 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Point out the rate and acceleration meters in tests 5 and 6.

I 
INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Point out the physical

Location of all units and discuss their functio~~ j

11. The computer proper is subdivided into the follow ing:

a. Power-control panel,

b. Cor rection panel ,

c. Azimuth , elevation , fuze , and ti me-of-flight servos,

‘1 d. Power-supply bay,

e . DC amplifier bay, and

1. Servo-amplifier bay.

12. The plotting boa rd is subdivided into the follow ing:

a. Ea r ly warning plotting boa rd,

b. Horizonta l plotting board,

c . Present altitude boa rd,

14
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d. Predicted altitude board , and

e. Rate-indicating panel.

13. Power-control panel.

a. COMPUTER POWER switch applied ac power to the compute r
and plott ing boa rds .

b. Fuzes and fuze indicator lamps and their respective circuits
serve to protect the computer from overloads. Open circuits
are indicated by lighted indicator lamps .

c. DC READY lamp when lit  indicates tha t 30 seconds have elapsed
and dc voltage may be applied.

d. 320VDC POWER switch and lamp which indicates that B4- voltages
are applied to the compute r when it is lit.

e. 270V Dc POWER switch and lamp which indicates tha t 270 volts
are applied to the low-power servo amplif ier  when it is lit.

f. BATTLE SHORT switch bypasses the interlock and 30-second
timer circuit .

g. VOLTAGE CHECK meter and switch provide a visual indication
of various voltages in the computer.

‘1 14. The correction panel contains controls used to insert ballistic and
nonstanda rd atmospheric conditions. The selection of inputs to the
computer and the mode of operation are also controlled from this
panel.

a. FUZE-SPOT control provides ballistic correction (-5% to +5%)
for errors in fuze number.

b. WIND-VELOC ITY control provides ballistic correction for
winds from 0 to 70 mph.

15
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c. MUZZLE-VELOCITY control provides correction for variations
of muzzle velocity .

1) For AAFCS M33C, dial reads from 2, 450 to 2, 900 feet per
second.

2) For AAFCS M33D, dia l reads from 2, 800 to 3, 300 feet per
second.

d. AIR DENSITY control provides for variations of air density.
Correction limits are to ±20 percent of normal .

e. LIGHT switch provides illumination for dials at correction panel.

f. PARA LLAX control X, Y, H provides for pa rallax correction to
a maximum of 500 ya rds in any one direction.

g. DEAD TIME control provides correction for personnel and
materiel delays in cutting of fuze and fi ring of round. Correction
limits are from zero to four seconds.

h. MINIMUM ALTITUDE control provides a means of establishing
a minimum predicted altitude . Correction limits are from -500
to +i , 000 yards.

rINSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Give the proper positions
~ of dials under standard conditions.

‘1 
i. AIR SURFACE switch and lamp when lit indic&tes that the

computer will predict for surface target ~~~~~~~~~~

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This sv~’itch was placed
into the set for the sole purpose of surface firing .
Explain the use of this switch with contour map

[and in coastal firing .

j. iNPUT DATA SELECTOR switch provides for selected inputs of
X, Y, and H from:

1) Track system (LOCAL position),

16
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2) Six predetermined problems (positions i through 6), and

3) External source (REMOT E position).

k. OPERATION switch provides selected modes of operation for
checking out various portions of the computer.

1) FIRE FOR EFFECT is the normal operationa l position.

2) TRIA L FIRE position is provided to determine muzzle
velocity of the guns . (This is a check on ballistic
corrections.)

3) TRACKING TEST is provided to chec k out the battery for
orientation and synchronization .

4) DYNAMIC TEST is provided to check out the prediction
ci rcuits .

5) STATIC TEST is provided to chec k the accuracy of the
0 - computer by using precalculated problems.

1. NORMA L and TEST REMOTE lamps indicate the mode of
operation in which the computer is set . The NORMA L lamp is
lit only when the OPERATIO N switch is in FIRE FOR EFFECT
and the INPUT DATA switch is in LOCAL. -

m. TIME TO BURST RES ET button resets the time-to-burst
integrator to a sta rting position.

n. AMPLIFIER UNBALANC E lamps indicate troubles or unba lance
in dc amplifier.

• [INSTRUCTOR’s NOTE: At correction and rate
panel, indicate proper energizing position for
[~~ch switch and control.

17
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iS. Plotting boa rds. Electro-mechanical devices are used to present a
graphical record of the firing mission in order to determine battery
efficienc y and to evaluate tactics. A timing mark , generated every
20 seconds , and fire and cease-fire marks facilitate interpret~ )n
of the plot .

a. The horizontal plotting board is a graphical representation of the
X ,jind Y coordinates. The two pens plot present and predicted
info rmation on a sca le of 1:100 , 000, from the origin which
represents the position of the guns.

4 b. Present altitud e board develops a plot of the present altitud e
position of the target .

c . Predicted altitude board plots the ta rget ’s predicted altitude
position against the trajectory curve of a proj ectile.

16. Rate-indicating panel. This is the operating control position for the
computer , automatic plotting board , and ceiling lamps.

a . ACCELERATION meters indicate rate of acceleration of the
target in ya rds per second in the X, Y, and H axes .

b. HORIZONTAL and ALTITUDE PREDICTION switches selec t the
most accurate computation .

i) LINEAR selection predicts for targets flying on a linear
course.

2) TAN GENTIAL selection predicts for targets flying on a
slightly curved or slightly accelerated course .

3) QUADRATIC selection predicts for accelerating targets.

c. RATE meters indicate the rate of movement of targets in ya rds
per second in thei r respective axes.

d. HORIZONTA L ano ALT ITUDE DATA SMOOT HING switches
• select eithe r a four- or eight- second data-s m oothing circuit

whichever is necessary for accurate prediction.

18
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INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The position of the
switch under firing conditions is up to the
operator. Indicate position under STATIC

[LEST conditions.

e. PLOTTING CONTROL selector switch (fig 22).~/ cont rols the
operation of the plotting boa rds. The different selections are
used to orient plots and to test out a portion of the plotting
boards. The different types of selections are:

I) REFERENCE MARK ,
4

2) STAND- BY,

3) OPERATE ,

4) PLOT, and

5) TEST.

I 
INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Give a brief explanation

Lof each_position mentioned above.

f. PLOTTiNG CONTROL PEN LIFT button when depressed lifts all
the pens from the paper when the PLOTTING CONTROL switch
is in PLOT position .

g. PLOTTING CONTROL PEN INT ERCHA NG E button is a circuit
‘1 provided to check out the pen- interchange circuit for the

hori zonta l plotting board.

h. PREDICTED ALTITUDE LIMIT lamp when lit indicates tha t the
p redicted altitude is below a l imit  determined by the setting of
the MINIMU M ALT ITUDE dia l at the correction panel.

i. ON TARG ET lamp when lit indicates tha t a ta rget is being tracked
by the track radar.

~/ Figures are direct refe rences to figures in the AAFCS M33 Schematics.

19
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j.  PREDICTION OUT lamp when lit indicates that the prediction
ci rcuits are disabled.

k. COMPUTER READY button and lamp, when the button is
depressed , turns on a light at the rate -indicating panel and at
the monitor-control panel. These lamps, when turned on by the
computer operator , ind icate to the tactical control officer that
the compute r is furnishing correct firing information to the guns.

1. COMPUTER NOT READY button when depressed lamp signals
the tactical officer tha t the compute r information is not correct.

m. CEILI NG LIGHTS control knob controls the intensity of the
ceiling lamps over the tactical-control console and computer.

n. HORIZONTA L PLOT LIGHTS control knob controls the intensity
of light fo r the horizonta l boa rd .

o. ALTITUDE PLOT LIGHT S control knob controls the intensity of
light for the present and predicted altitude boa rds.

p. METER AND SERVO LIGHT contro l knob controls the intensity
of light for the rate meters , servo dials , and correction-panel
dials.

17. The fuze servo. Computes and transmits fuze settings for use at
the guns. Associated controls on the fuze servos are:

a. FUZE dial (correction limits are from 0 to 32 fuze numbers),
and

b. FUZE SPOT dial and knob (correc tion limits are from -1 to +1
fuze numbers).

18. The plotting boa rds are composed of:

a. Horizonta l boa rd,

b. Present altitude boa rd ,

c. Predicted altitude boa rd, and

d. Rate-Indicating panel.
20
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LESSON PLAN

COMPUTER SERVO LOOP

OBJECTIV E:

1. To review the low-power servo amp lifier (LPSA).

2. To explain the operation of the computer modulator.

3. To present a practical review of the:

a. 30-second dela y timer , and

b. ±320v and +270v power supplies .

4. To explain the operation of the - 200v and ±250v regulators and
associated circuits .

5. To explain the purpose fo r , and the cha racteristics of, the dc
amplifier.

6. To discuss the mathematical computations performed by the input
networks of these amplifiers .

7. To explain the operation of the automatic zero set.

INTRODUCTION:

I . Since the computer performs its computations with dc voltages,
some provision must be made for converting dc voltages Into ac
voltages. The ac Is necessa ry to drive the ac motor whose
mechanical output is used to:

a. Position the arms in the servo, and

b. Position the pens of the plotting board.

21
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2. The accuracy of the computer depends, to a large degree, upon the
accuracy and the stability of the voltages supplied to its various
components.

3. Direct-current amplifiers are used in the computer because of their
abilit y to accurately reproduce a given input signal. The input and
output networks associated with these amplifiers provide versatility,
and the automatic zero set increases the amplifier stability.

PRESENTATIO N:

1. Computer Modulator and LPSA.
4

a . The computer-modulator chassis utilizes the dc error from the
summing amplifier and converts it into an ac error signal for
use in the low-power servo amplifier. This signa l, after
amplification , eventually becomes one phase of a two-phase
signal sent to the ac motor that is used to drive the computer
servos and plotting pens.

1) The phase and amplitude of the ac signa l is dependent upon
the polarity and magnitude of the dc error voltage .

a) The phase will determine the direction of motor
rotation.

b) The amplitude will determine the speed of moto r
rotation.

‘1 2) Vi and V2 make up a balanced modulator (fig 20-5).

a) R2 serves as an impedance-matching and limiting
ci rcuit for the modulator.

b) R2 and R8 serve as part of an impedance-matching and
limiting circuit for the computer servos .

22
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c) Vi , V2 , V3, and V4 (fig 20-5A), in conjunction with
R2 and R8 , make up the servo-limit circuit which
limits the input of the servo modulators to ±4. 6 volts.

3) V3A in the modulator is a cathode follower which provides
V3B with a reinforcing signal at the cathode.

4) V3B serves to amplif y and isolate the output of the balanced
modulator.

5) C4 is a coupling capacitor.

6) Ri5 , R16, and Ri9 serve as a mixing and impedance-
matchi ng circuit for the output and tachometer feedback
signal.

7) The tachometer feedback is fed to pin 5 of P2.

8) The resistor R23 is adj usted for no drift when there is no
input to the modulator.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Tell students to make
su re that R23 is misadj usted and to notice the
[~~ift in both directions before zeroing out. ~~ j

b. The low-power servo amplifier (fig 20-6), an important link in
the computer servo loop, amplifies the small ac error signa l to
drive the servo motors. The mechanical output from these
motors is used to position arm s in the servos for the final
solution of the air defense problem.

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Review data flow,
common troubles, and ease of trouble-
shooting the LPSA at the control drawer.

2. Power Supplies and Associated Circuits.

a. The ±320v power supply (fIg 23-24) Is Identical to the one in the
radar cabinet and Is used In the computer to furnish almost all
of the dc voltages .

23
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1) This power supply is controlled by the 320V DC POWER
switch located on the power-control panel.

2) The strapping for the computer 320v power supply is not
Intercha ngeable with the one in the radar cabinet .

[1~ STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the diffe rent 1
methods of strapping and the correct checks
to determine proper strapping . J

3) Whe n the voltage is within tolerance on the ±250v scale
position at the power-contro l panel, the ±320v power supply
is in adjustment.

4) Overloads are eliminated by fused circuits .

5) The more common troubles can be detected visually.

b. The +270v power-supply chassis (fig 23-21) contains not only
the +270v power supp ly but the +75v regulator and -28v supply.

1) The - 28v power supply, normally a trouble-free circuit ,
is used primarily to energize relay circuits.

2) The +75v regulator, a pa rallel circuit , supplies screen
voltage for all dc amplifi ers and for all zero-set amplifiers .

3) The +270v power supply fu rnishes the plate voltage for the
output stage of all LPSA used in the computer.

c. The 30-second delay timer (fig 23- 1) is interchangeable with the
one in the rada r cabinet. It is a protective device used to
allow a warm-up period before energizing the computer
completely.

d. Because of a demand for accurate voltages in the computer, the
±250v regulator (fig 23-23) plays a very important role .

1) V3 and V4 establish a refe renc e voltage of -216 volts for
the cathode and - 108 volts on the grid of V5.

24
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2) VS detects errors in the -250v output .

3) V6 corrects for errors in the - 250v output .

4) Vi detects errors in the +250v output .

5) V2 corrects for errors in the +250v output .

6) ZI is a comparison circuit for the ±250v outputs.

7) The zero-set amplifier amplifies the differenc e in error.

8) Common troubles may be detected visua lly .

9) The adjustment of the ±320v power supply is critical for the
proper operation of the regulator.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain , if necessary,
the operation of the ±250v regulators.

e. The - 200v regulator (fig 23-22).

1) A -200 volts are used in the cathode circuit of the output
stage of all dc amplifiers and is a critical voltage . A
shunt-type regulator is used to regulate the -200v output.

2) Vi detects error in the - 200v output.

3) A -250v is used as a reference voltage.

a) V2 and V3 correct for any error In the -200v output .

b) R16 is not a critical adjustment.

c) The - 200v output is primarily dependent upon the
correc t -320v input.

f. An understanding of ac and dc distribution is important for the
purpose of Isolating and detecting malfunctions.
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3. DC Amplifiers, Input Networks, and Automatic Zero Set (fig~~20-2
and 20-3).

I INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Distinguish the input
[j~etworks from the dc amplifier proper.

a. The two prima ry functions of the dc amplifier are:

1) To reproduce voltage with opposite polarity accurately, and

2) To provide Isolation between components.

b. One of the prime requisites of the dc amplifier is tha t it have
a zero output with a zero input.

c. For proper operation of these amplifiers , several exact potentials
must be. supplied to each stage.

1) ViA receives and amp lifies the input signal. Bia s is
provided by a cathode resistor .

2) The output of VIA is coup led directly to V2.

3) ‘The output of V2 is resistance-coupled to V5.

4) V5 is a simple amp lifie r stage.

5) The output of VS is sent to the computer modulator.

4. Provisions for Preventing Drift or Oscillation in the ‘DC Amplifiers.

a. Networks of precision resistors included in the amp lifier circuit
to dec rease drift .

b. Automatic zero-set amplifiers .

1) The automatic zero set (AZS) corrects for drift five times
per second .

26
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2) The correction signa l from the AZS acts essentially as an
input voltage to the dc amplifier.

a) This signal is an amplifi ed sample of the input signal.

b) It is opposite in polarity to the input signal.

c) It changes the gain of Vi.

d) It returns the dc amplif ier  output to the correct value .

3) There is one AZS for each of the four banks of dc amplifiers

4) Any failure of the AZS to correct for drift  in a dc amplifier
is readily identified by the unba lance light circuit .

INSTRUCTOR’ S NOTE: Indicate the location
of the unbalance lamps . Show how rapid
isolation of the malfunctionin g amplifier can
be accomp lished by switching amp lifiers
from one bank to another.

5) The correction for drift is not instantaneous .

5. Computations Performed in the Computer.

a. Weighting,

b. Algebraic addition ,

c. Multip lication,

d. Differentiating , and

e. Integrating.

6. Diffe rent Input Networks are used for Each Different Type of
Computation (fig 20-3).

27
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INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Formulas are
available for each type of network if needed
fo r proof. Students should not be required
[~~ retain any mathematical derivation.

SUMMARY:

1. The com puter modulator converts the dc error signa ls into ac error
signals.

2 . R23 and R53 are used to correct drifts in the servo loops.

3. The low-power servo amplifier is used to amp lify the small error
signa l which drives the motor.

4 . The purpose of the ±320v power supply and regulator circuits is to
fu rnish the computer with exact voltages.

5. The adjustment of the ±320v power supply determines this exactness.

6. The +270 and -28 voltages are less critical tha n the other voltages .
The voltage-check meter may indicate that these voltages are slightly
out of tole rance without affecting the accuracy of the computer.

TROUBLES HOOT ING COMMENTS:

i. The LPSA in the compute r are interchangeable with those in the
control drawer. Also , it is more convenient to troubleshoot the
LPSA chassis at the control drawer.

2. Alte rnating-current and direct-current signal substitut ion may be
used at the modu lator to isolate troubles .

3. The computer-modulator chassis are intercha ngeable throughout the
computer.

28
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

COMPUTER SERVO LOOPS AND POWER SUPPLI ES

AAFCS M33 SETUP:

1. MAIN POWER switch on.

2. All computer doors open.

EQUIPM ENT:

1. Null-voltage test set ,

2. Multimete r , and

3. Two-inch screwdriver.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:

Loosen J5 on the track modulator until the TRACK green lamp goes out .

DEMONST RATION:

1. Locate the computer modulators and LPSA .

2. Take the cover off the azimuth servo and point out the drive- motor
tachometer and its connections as well as the gearing system .

3. Use a test lead to short the grids of either Vi or V2 of the azimuth
modulator. Demonstrate the balance adjustment.

4. Mention that the successful completion of this adjustment will prove
that everything between the modulator and the drive motor is working
correctly.

29
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5. Demonstrate the use of 6. 3 filament voltages for signal-injection
purposes in the LPSA.

6. Demonstrate the effects of a missing feedback on the azimuth servo
by disconnecting termina l 774.

7. If all the servos are violently oscillating, it is sometimes ha rd to
determine which servo is originating the oscillation. Demonstrate
tha t stopping the faulty servo with a screwdriver will also stop the
oscillation in the other se rvos .

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Explain that all servo~~
in the computer inte ract with each other , and ,
therefore , if one oscillates , it will usually
cause all the rest to oscillate.

8. Demonstrate the effects of voltages that are out of tole rance in the
computer by removing V4 in the ±250v regulator. Point out the
AMPLIFIER UNBA LANCE lamp.

9. Monitor the -200v, remove Vi , and point out the unba lance lights.

10. Point out tha t the computer ±320v power supply is identical with the
two in the rada r cabinet , and that the diffe rence in voltage output is
caused by the st rapping only.

11. Repeat comments as in 10 for the -28v , +270v, and +75v power
supply.

12. Locate the static-test voltage divider. Place the compute r in
STATIC TEST NO. 1 and the plott ing boa rds in PLOT. Remove or
loosen the static -test voltage divider. Point out the effects on the
plotting boa rd .

13. Set in a tracking test problem and place the INP~.TF DATA switch in
LOCAL. Demonstrate how the compute r will solve a tracking problem
with the static-test voltage divider missing.

14. Remove one of the zero-set amplifiers and point out the effects on
• the computer. Explain why the associated AMPLIFIER UNBA LANCE

lamp does not glow.
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SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary.

a. Replace one of the zero -set amplifiers with a bad t ube.

b. Replace V3 in one of the computer modulators with a bad tube .

c. Rep lace any of the tubes in any dc amplifier with a bad tube.

d . Interchange the spade lugs going to terminals 773 and 774 in
the computer (fig 2 1-7).

e . Place a bad tube in any of the LPSA.

2. Review.

Remove termina l 5 on E45/A (fig 19-70) .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Because of the difficulty
of the review trouble , it is suggested that the
instructor let both groups work on it during the
time between primary troubles . Have your
explanation ready.

I
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LESSON PLAN

OBSERVED -TARG ET COORDINATES SECTION

OBJECTIVE:

I. To present the operation of, and reasons for, the observed -ta rget
coordinates section.

2. To explain the purpose of the data converters.

3. To teach a logical method of troubleshooting the observed-target
coordinates section.

INTRODUCTION:

To effective ly predict the point in space that the ta rget will occupy when
the proj ectile a rrives , the compute r must , first of all , determine the present
position of the ta rget.

The observed-target coo rdinates (OTC) section performs this function by
using info rmation developed in the track radar. The outputs of the observed -
ta rget coordinates section are three voltages (X0, Y~, and H0) which
electrically define the ta rget ’s exact present position.

PRESENTATION:

T

‘1 —

‘
p

o4
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~~~~~

_
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T

_ _

Diagra m 2. Solution for I-Ia and R 0.
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Example 1: Many of you have encountered the type of
problem shown in diag ram 2 in which it is asked , “ If a
sighting is taken between points 0 and A and subtends an
angle of 30° with a sighting taken between points 0 and T,
what is the height of the flagpole if line OT is 100 feet?”

Sin 30° = 0 . 5
..H =  l O O x O . 5 =  SO ft .

What is the horizontal distance to the pole?

Cos 30° = 0. 866
.‘~R =  lOO x 0. 866 = 86.6 ft.

This little problem is the same as that which the observed -
target coordinates section of the computer is called upon to
solve , as can be seen by the following example.

Example 2: What is the ta rget ’s altitude H0 and ground range
R 0 when th e radar-range compute r is set at 10, 000 ya rds and
the trac k antenna is at 400 mils as shown in diagram 3.

— 

~~~~~~~~~~

o0o1~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I

DIagram 3. FInding H0 and R0.
17. 7 mlls = 1°
~.400 mils = 300

The target’s alt itude will be
sin 30° x 10, 000 = 5, 000 yd.

The ground range will be
cos 300 x 10, 000 yd = 8, 660 yd.
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In both examples, the length of the hypotenuse of the
t riangle and the value of one angle was given. The solution
for the other two sides of the triang le involved merely
m ulti plying the hypotenuse by either the sine or cosine
function of the given angle.

[1~~ TRUCTOR’S NOT E: Have students open
[their schematics to figure 2 1-2.

1. The range -data potentiometer is located under the track-range
com puter in the rada r cabinet. The wiper arm is püsitioned by the
range servo to some point on the potentiometer between 0 and - 250
volts.

2 . Whe n track range is set at 40, 000 ya rds , the output of the D0
potentio meter is -250 volts. At zero range, the output will be zero.
With this ar rangement, the ratio of voltage to yards is 1 volt = 160
ya rds.

3. The voltage leaving the D~ potentiometer Is a negative dc voltage
proportiona l to the slant range to the ta rget by the ratio of 160 ya rds
per volt. The voltage passes through terminal 172 in the rada r
cabinet to termina l 42 in the compute r and, thence, to the input
network of the +D0 am plifier where the polarity of the dc is reversed
and the ya rds-to-volts ratio changed to 400 ya rds = 1 volt.

4. The output of the +D0 am plifier is sent to the -D0 amplifier where
the pola rity is reversed. The resulting vo ltage is equa l to the output
of the +D0 amplifier and opposite in polarity.

5. The outputs of the positive and negative D~ amplifiers are two equal
voltages of opposite polarity, each proportiona l to the range of the
ta rget with a ratio of 400 ya rds per volt or 2. 5 milliamperes per
ya rd . The reason for the two polarities will be explained later.

6. The total output voltage of the +D0 amplifier is impressed across the
+H0 portion of the elevation-data converter which is a sine-wound
potentiometer.
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INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the differences
between sine- and cosine-wound potentiometers
and linearly wound potentiometers. Mention also
that potentiometers can be wound to correspond
to any type of function.

7. The wiper arm of the potentiometer is positioned by the elevation of
the antenna , and the output voltage is D0 sine E0 which is the
solution for H0 or observed altitude.

8. The -R0 section of the elevation-data converter functions in the same
manner except that it is wound as the cosine function. The output is
D0 cosine E0, which is the solution for R0, or observed ground range.

It should be noticed that the +H0 card extends for a short way
past the point where It is grounded . This is because in some instances
It is necessary to use the computer for elevations below the horizontal.

9. When the observed ground range R0 to the ta rget has been found, the
computer must still find the rectangular coordinates of the target ’s
azim uth. The circuits used in this operation will be found on
figure 21-3.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the location of
the four quadrants used in rada r, as opposed to
the system used in trigonometry, and the
polarity of X and Y for each of the four quadrants.

‘1 Also discuss how the polarity of R0 must change
to give the different polarities of X0 and Y0.
This will set forth the reasons for the +R0 and
-R0 amplifiers as well as for the quadrant
switches shown on fIgure 21-3.

10. The problem involved In solving for Y0 and X0 when the va lues R0
and A0 are known Is Identical to the problem solved In the elevation-
data converter.

I 
INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Desc ribe the solution
for X0 and Y0 and how the quadrant switches
function to provide the proper polarities of

[output.

35
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11. The INPITT DATA switch can be considered the fina l portion of the
observed-ta rget coordinates section. Inspection of the switc h will
reveal tha t the only position of the switch in which data will flow
from the OTC to the rest of the compute r is the LOCAL position.
The next six positions of the switc h send voltages to the computer
f rom the static-test voltage divider. These voltages represent
prearranged problems, the answers to which are found in the check
sheet.

The operating effic iency of the computer can be determined by
comparing the exactness of the computer ’s answer to all six of the
problems.

TRO UB LES 1-fOOT INC~

1. One of the simplest methods of checking the OTC is to set in a test
problem with the tracking rada r and watch the results on the plotting
boards. The test problem may take the following form.

At the tracking console, set In a nominal value of track range
(usua lly 20, 000 yd), 800 mils elevation , and a slow a ided rate in
azimuth. Place the computer in FI RE FOR EFFECT , U~TA switch
to LOCAL, and plotting boa rds to PLOT. With the aided rate set in ,
watch the horizonta l boa rd to see that a circ le Is traced at about
14, 140 yards. At the present altitude board , the pen should be at a
point 45° above the horizontal. If the foregoing checks are success-
fu lly made, it can be assumed tha t the observed-target coordinates
section is normal.

2. The plotting board traces for various malfunctions in the OTC are to
be listed as in diagram 4 as well as the proba ble reason for the
malfunction.

3. If the pens of the horizonta l plotting boa rd go to the center and stay
there, a good possibility Is that the -D0 voltage from the range
computer Is missing.
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Plotting Board TroubleSymptom

-R 0 section faulty.

+R~ section fa ulty.

-Y 0 missing .

~~~~ missing.

G 

+X0 missing.

D -xo missing .

±Y0 missing.

±X 0 missing.

DIagram 4. Observed-target coordinates section symptoms.

4. If the pens go out to the edge of the plotting boa rd even for targets
at close range, the trouble Is probably a missing ground on the D0
potentiometer In the range computer.
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

OBSERVED-TARGET COORDINATES SECTION

AAFCS M33 SETUP:

1. Completely deenergized.

2. All computer doors open.

3. Null-voltage test set connected and ready for use .

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:

Remove termina l 181 in the computer.

EQUIPM ENT NECESSARY: TS 352/U and test amp lifier.

DEMONST RATION:

1. Set in 20, 000 ya rds track range , 800 mils elevation , and 800 mils
azimuth.

2. Use the multtmeter to measure the voltage appearing at term ina l 172
in the radar cabinet. Explain that this voltage is scaled at the rate
of 160 yards per volt and is an electrical representation of the slant
range to a ta rget whose coordinates have been set into the track
radar.

3. Follow D0 to the computer and measure It at pin 3 of the +D0
amplifier.

4. Place the computer In LOCAL and the plotting boa rds in PLOT.

5. Remove D0 either at 42 in the computer or 172 in the rada r cabinet.
Point out the effects on the plotting boards and the computer servos .
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6. Have the students comput e R0 and H0 and chec k their results at 50
and 46 in the computer.

7. Demonstrate how the plotting boards can be used to determine if the
observed-target coordinates section of the computer is working
normally.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary .

a . Remove termina l 173 in the radar cabinet (fig 23-8).

b. Remove or loosen the static-test voltage divider.

c. Disconnect termina l 188 in the computer (behind the power
panel).

d. Remove either terminal 56 or 53 (fig 21-3).

e. Place the AIR SURFACE switch in SURFACE and remove the
bulb.

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Get the student use
to maki ng both static tests as well as tracking

Ltests when he checks out the computer.

2. Review.

a. Use the synchroscope to adjust the ACQ preselector.

b. Use any ACQ AFC troub!es.

c. Disconnect the video and sync cable behind the clamshell doors .
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LESSON PLA N

AZIMUT H, ELEVATION , TIME-OF-FLIGHT , AND FIJZE SERVOS

OBJECTIVE:

1. To explain the operation of the azimuth , elevation , time -of-fl ight,
and fuze servos.

2. To explain their assoc iated circuits and components .

INTRODUCTION

The servos are units that actually produce the data to direc t the guns.
They compute fi ring azimuth , fi ring elevation , ti me of flight of the projectile ,
and the fuze number to be cut on the p rojectile .

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Review a basic servo.t

PRESENTATION:

1. The azimuth servo produces the firing azimut h (fig 2 1-7).

a. Firing azimuth is determined by inputs ±X~ and ±Y~, to the sine
and cosine potentiometers. The potentiometers are the main
components of the azimuth-servo system .

[iNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Review the inputs to
[quadrant switches in the azimuth servo.

b. Two of the four output voltages of the potentiometer are used to
drive the azimuth servo.

1) One output is -(X cos A), andp

2) The other is +(Y~ si n A).

40
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c. The othe r two of the fou r outputs of the potentiometers are used
to develop -R~ (predicted horizontal range).

1) One output is -(X e sin A), and

2) The other is +(Y p cos A).

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The actual nomenclature
for the output voltages of the azimuth sine and
cosin e potentiometers should only be mentioned
and not explained in detail here . La beling

4 voltages by lette rs or colors is suggested.
Mention also tha t a negative voltage entering a
sum-input network is balanc ed by a positive
voltage when the se rvo is positioned correctl y.

d. When the signals at the azimuth-input network are not opposite
in polarity and not equa l in amplitude , an erro r signa l is
developed .

e. This error will drive the servo system until the two voltage
inp uts to the summing network are zero .

f . The othe r input voltages to the summing network are ballistic
compensations . These are:

l) J w’ cross wind , to term ina l 5 of input network ,

2) id’ drift , to te rmina l 6 of input network , and

3) Geometric gain to termina l 2 of input network.

[ INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain each of the inputs.
Show their relationship to the solution of correct
firing azim uth. A drawing illustrating geometric

[gain for elevation and azimuth is proper here.

g. The relay K5/H22 is associated with the time-of-flight servo
(fig 21-li) .  It effectively increases or decreases the over-all
sensitivity of the servo. It is operated when the time-of-fligh t
servo reaches the upper end of the lower limit. The increase

41
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or decrease in sensitivity is accomp lished by contacts 1 and 9
of K5/H22. The lowest sensitivity of the azimuth servo ocLurs
when the tune of flight is maximum.

[ INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Exp lain the parallel path
Lw ground for R4 1, R42, R43, and T6B (fig 21-7).

h. The OPERAT ION switch (S2C/H 19) performs only the function
of rem oving ballistic compensation from the input network
when the switch is in TRACKiNG TEST and DYNAMIC TEST.

i. Part of the output of the amplifier is sent back to the grid of the
amplifier through:

1) Capacitor 128, and

2) Va ristor I l l .

j . This type of feedback will  be found throughout the remainde r of
the compute r servos .

k. The modulator and LPSA circuits are the same as those
presented earlier in the cou rse.

1. The servo-motor tachometer is the conventional type presented
earlier in the course.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Show the relationship of
the motor tachometer to the azimuth dials and

[4ata synch ros.

2. The quadrant switches are used to get proper polarity of inputs to
the azimuth sine and cosine potentiometers .

3. The elevation servo produces the firing elevation (fig 21-9).

a. Fi ring elevation is dete rmined by the two inputs , ±R f and
to the elevation potentiometer.
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[FNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the inputs to the
[quadrant switch in the elevation servo.

1) Rf is the virt ual-ta rget horizonta l range and

2) Hf ‘s the virt ua l-ta rget altitude.

b. Rf is the vi r tual - ta rget hori zonta l range and is made up of the
following voltages:

1) -(X v sin A),

2) -(Yr cos A), and

3) R~ , wind compensations.

c. Hf is the vi r tual -target alti tude and is made up of the following
voltages:

1) ~~ future -target a ltitude ,

2) i-Is, super altitude , and

3) Hw, wi nd corrections.

I INST RUCTOR’S NOT E: A detailed expla nation of
Leach voltage mentioned is not necessary.

d. The elevation potentiometers are the same as the azimuth
potentiometers.

e. The inputs to the elevation-input network are:

1) -( Rf sin E) at term i na l 3,

2) +(Hf cos E) at terminal 4,

3) Ballistic correction at termina l 5, and

4) Geometric gain at termina l 2.

I
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INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The operation of the
elevation-servo system is the same with the
exception of the resistor network in the
motor- tachometer circuitry. This network
is used fo r slowing down or braking action
whic h prevents damage to the mechanical
stops.

4. The time-of-flight servo (fig 21-11) produces a check on the over-all
com puter solution by a comparison of a +Df voltage and a -D f voltage.

a. The -D f voltage obtained from the observed and the predicted
ci rcuits is in the form of:

1) -(Hf sin E) and

2) -(R fCoS E).

b. +Df voltage is obtained from the ballistic circuit.

c. Both quantities of ±D f depend on time. When they are not equal
in amplitude , the t ime -of-fl ig ht servo will attempt to make them
equal .

1) When both quant it~cs of Df a re equal in amp litude , the
ti me-of- flig ht se rvo has solved that pa rticula r problem .

2) When the qua ntities of Df a re unequa l in amplitude , the
time -of-fl ig ht - •rv o hunts for the solution to the problem.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Exp lain that the fi rst
time-of -flight voltage is an app roximation and
that the servo wi ll continue to approximate until
the error signa l is zero. The approximations
are so rapid that information is instantaneous
and contin uous. A detailed explanation of
-(R f cos E) and -(H f sin E) is not necessary for
student maintenanc e of eq~ipment .

d. Compa rison of +Df a nd ~~~ Is done at the input network.
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e . A correctio n for time of flight is being sent to all prediction
ci rcuits , thereby producing a new problem , and also to the
ballistic circuits.

1) The new problem introduces to the time-of-flight servo
another problem for solution.

2) Time-of-flight corrections are being computed continuous ly
until the correct time of flight is obta ined .

f. The remainder of the time-of-flight components are the same
as previous servos.

5. The fuze servo (fig 21-13) produces the fuz e numbe r to be cut by the
automatic fuze setter at the gun .

a. The sum of the main driving voltages to the fuze-serv o summing
netwo rk is negative.

1) The voltage tha t has the greatest effect on the summing
network is from TI1B/ H48 (fig 21-13). The arm is
cont rolled by the time-of-flight servo.

2) Other voltages for ballistic correction introduced at the
summing network are the following .

a) Mu zzle-velocity correction voltage at pin 6 from
V ic/519 (fig 21-13).

b) FM correction voltage at pin 7 from ballistic-synthesis
ci rcuits. This voltage contains effects of time , muzzk
veloc ity, and air  density .

c) -H~ correction voltage at pin 11 from predicted-target
coordinates (fig 21 -6) .

3) The zeroing or ba lancing voltages sent to the input network —

follow.

a) Fuze voltage at pin 3 of the summing network . This
voltage is obtained from the fuze potentiometer.
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b) Percentage of fuze voltage at pin 8 of the summing
network. This voltage is obtained from potentiometer
Fs/H19. This voltage is used when a constant
percentage of error in the fuze is noticed . This is not
fuze-spot correction voltage.

c) Dead-time voltage at pin 1 of the summing network.

b . The remainder of the fuze servo components are the same as
those of previous servos .

I1~4STRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Point out tha t only one
synchro is used in the fuze servo system for
t ransformation of data to the gun.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

AZIMLrFH, ELEVAT ION, TIME-OF-FLIGHT , AND FUZE SERVOS

AAFCS M33 SETUP:

1. Completel y deene rgi zed .

2. Computer doors open.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multimeter and null-voltage test set .

FREUMINARY TRO UBLES:

1. Termina l 88 in the radar cabinet disconnected.

2. Te rminal  27 in the rada r cabinet removed.

DEMONST RATION:

1. Point out and discus s the azimuth , fuze , elevation , and time-of- flight
servos and the spot controls .

2. Point out the drive motor as well as the gearing to the dial.

3. Ha ve the students measure the motor excitation, tac hometer
excitation , feedback , and error voltages with the motor in operation.

INST R UCTOR’S NOTE: Caution the students
against shorting motor excitation to the corne r
post with the test leads . This is always
happening and can be avoided with a little
care .

4. Demonstrate the modulator balance adjustment.
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5. Demonstrate the checkout of the servos by signal injection .

6. Demonstrate the effects of a missing tachometer feedback voltage.

7. Remind the students that there is ample opportunity for interchanging
of chassis in the servos. If an LPSA or modulator is suspected, it
can easily and quickl y be changed thereby eliminating it as a possible
source of trouble or confirm ing tha t it is operating properly.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary.

a. Open terminal 773 (fig 21-7).

b. Place a bad tube in the azimuth modulator.

c. Open termina l 713 (fig 2 1-7).

d. Open termina l 882 (fig 21- 13).

e . Place a bad tube in one of the computer LPSA .

f. Open the normally closed contact of the U NBA LANCE TRANSFER
switch.

g. Remove a tachometer feedback ground .

h. Remove the azimuth plate-loa d resistors.

I. Reverse the zero-set leads 14 and 16 on group 2.

j. Open any of the killowing termina ls.

706 711 721 726
707 712 722 727
708 713 723 728
709 714 724 729
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2. RevIew.

a. Misadj ust the HPSA.

b. Place a bad rectifier tube in 30-second delay timer.
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LESSON PLA N

PR EDICT ION COO RDINAT ES AND PREDICT ED-TARGET COORDINATES

OBJECTIVE:

1. To present the operation of the prediction circuits in:

a. Linea r prediction ,

b. Ta ngentia l prediction , and

c. Quadratic prediction .

2. To present their associated amplifiers , controls , and meter
circuits .

3. To explain the operation and function of the predicted-ta rget
coordinates section and its various inputs:

a. Observed -ta rget coordinates,

b. Pa rallax,

c. SDC, and

d. Testi ng voltages .

4. To explain the function and operation of the minimum-altitud e
ci rcuits and controls.

INTRODUCTION:

The prediction circuit Is the sixth sense of the com puter and provides
the lead voltages. Without these lead voltages we would be limited to
engaging stationa ry ta rgets.
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PRESENTATION: (fig 21-4) .

The -X amplifier functions as a speed-detecting circuit for the X
coordina te. The cha nging X0 in put at pin 3 of the -x input network
is diffe rentiated to obtain an outpu t whic h represents a rate of
cha nge of X0 voltage or , simply, the speed of the ta rget in the X
coordinate . This output is symbolized by X. The voltage X
represents ta rget speed in an east-west direction.

a. The scale factor of the -X input network is 15; therefore , the
output is 15X.

b. Its input is controlled by the prediction-control circuit , Ku
( relay inside the -X network , pin 7 and 9).

c. The output of -X amplifier is sent to the:

1) +X input network,

2) +X 4 i nput network,

3) +X 8 input network , and

4) The -x overload relay.

I NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Should the output of the
-X amplifier exceed a rate of 500 ya rds per
second, indicated by the rate meter , the over-
load disables the input to the -X amplifier
th rough the overload circuit and the other two
rate amplifiers.

2. The +X4 amplifier smooths and multiplies the input of the X
amplifier.

a. The scale factor of the amplifier is 2. 4; therefore, Its output
is 36X.

b. In smoothing the input , the output is delayed 1. 6 seconds.
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c. The input to the network is controlled by a relay inside the
+X4 network and is varied by the OPERATION switch located
on the rate-indicator panel.

d. In STATIC TEST No. 5, a test voltage (TST) is applied to pin 4
of +X4 network to check out a portion of the prediction circuit
with a static voltage .

e. An SDC voltage (system-dela y compensation) is applied to the
-Xp summing network from -X input network and +X4 amplifier.

1) Over-all delay of system is five milliseconds.

2) Networks producing this voltage are :

a) R3/H55 ,

b) R4/I-155,

c) R5/H55, and

d) R6/ H55.

rINSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: All the above networks
are on figure 21-4. This SDC is a “fudge” factor.

f. The quantity Xg applied to the -X~ input network is a correction
for parallax.

g. The data from +X4 data-smoothing networks (DSN) is applied
to the ungrounded side of T IOA/H48 through K2 1 and to the
rate meters .

1) The operation of K2 1 is controlled by the DATA SMOOTHING
switch.

2) The rate meters are kept on scale by multiplying circuits.

3) The arm of potentiometer TIOA is posItIoned by the time-
of-fl ight servo.
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3. Both data-smoothing networks will produce an output of 36X which,
through the prope r positioning of contacts 5, 7, and 8 of K2 1/I-123,
can be applied to the ungrounded side of TIOA in the linear-
prediction operation.

a . The delay in the X 4 network is 1.6 seconds.

b. The delay in the X 8 network is 3. 2 seconds.

4. Tangential prediction.

a . Ta ngential prediction will compensate for the delay in the +X4
DSN by providing an additional 24)~ prediction voltage at the
centertap of TIOA . The centertap of TIOA corresponds to 15
seconds ti me of flight.

b. Tangential prediction will compe nsate for the delay in the +X8
DSN by providing an additional 48X prediction voltage at the
centertap of T1OA .

c. For optimum accuracy, this type of prediction is limited to a
time of flight of less than 15 seconds.

d. The +X amplifier differentiates rate voltage and produces an
accele ration voltage. The output symbol X represents the
target acceleration in an east-west direction.

1) The scale factor of the amplifier is 15; therefore , the
* 

output is 225)L

2) The input to the ~ amplifier Is determined by a relay K12
in the input network .

3) The X amplifier has a built-in six-second DSN to reduce
• false outputs.

e. In STATIC TEST No. 6, a test (TST) voltage Is applied to check
out pa rt of the acceleration circuit.
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f. The output of the X amplifier is applied to the acceleration
meter and relays K23 and K22.

1) Relays R23 and K22 are controlled by the operation of the
PREDICTION switc h in the rate-indicating panel.

2) Energizing of K22 (ta ngentia l selection) provides 24X
correction to the fixed 15-second centertap of TIOA .
This Is done by placing an additional voltage divider into
the ci rcuit. This voltage divider consists of:

a) R3/H48,

b) R4/H48, and

c) R5/H48.

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This voltage dividerl
is found on figure 21-4 , and similar ones

[!xist for Y and H.

3) The voltage at the centertap of TIOA is equivalent to 24X .

4) Time of flight fro m 0 seconds up to 15 seconds is used in
tangential prediction.

5. Prediction in quadratic selection provides an additiona l acceleration-
voltage connection to a fixed 15 -second centertap of T8A. Quadratic

•1 prediction is the sum of linea r , tangential, and quadratic correction.

a. For optimum accuracy, ti me of flight Is limited to less than
15 seconds.

b. The correction felt at the centertap of T84/H48 Is 112.5X
because of a drop through resistor R20/H48.

c. The arm of potentiometer T8A/H48 Is positioned by the time-
of- flight servo.
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d. The centertap of T8A represents 15 seconds time of flight.
This potentiomete r is wound quadratically from 0 to 15 seconds
ti me of flight.

e. From 15 to 36 seconds time of flight , the amount of quadratic
prediction is removed linearl y.

6. The system-delay compensation correction at pin 7 of the
network is a compensation voltage for delays resulting f rom
antenna lag and electrical transmission. It is available from the
-X network (pin 4) when predict ion circuits are out.

7. Pa rallax correction , symbolized by Xg~ applied to pin 6 of
network , is a voltage tha t represents the displacement between
rada r and guns in the X coordinate.

a. Its input is controlled by the parallax potentiometers located
on the correction panel.

b. A maximum correction of ±24 volts is available.

8. The altitude-limit circuit (fig 21 -6) limits the output of the
am plifie r to prevent the guns from shooting into obstructions .
Minimum altitude is established by the MINIMU M ALT ITUDE knob
located on the cor rection panel.

a. The limiting circuit is a voltage divide r in the output of the
-H~~amplifler.

b. V 1/H27 functions to detect unba lance caused by the minimum-
altitud e circuit. Unequa l cond uction of VI causes the
MINIM UM ALT ITUDE lamp, located at the rate-indicator
panel , to flicke r.

• c. Specia l consideration should be given to the output stage of the
dc amplifier because of the minimum-alti tude circuit

(fig 21-6).
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INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The material
covered was for the X coordinate. The H
and Y coordinates are similar. Some thought
should be given to polarities in various
quad rants, especially output polarity at the
-Xv, -Y p, and -Hp amplifiers. Give a
detailed explanation of the -H~ minimum -
altitude ci rcuit (fig 21-6) .

SUMMARY:

1. Prediction circuits function only in DYNA MIC, FIRE FOR EFFECT
(after the TRACKED button is depressed at the track console) and
in pa rt , when STATIC TEST NO. 5 and STATiC TEST NO. 6 are
used .

2. In linea r prediction , a voltage representing speed of the ta rget is
presented at pin 4 of the -Y p network .

3. In tangentia l prediction , in addition to the linea r-prediction voltage,
we ha ve a voltage introduced at the fixed 15-second centertap
of T1OA to compensate for delay occuring in the data-smoothing
netwo rk.

a. For the 4-second DSN , a correction of 1. 6-second delay.

b. For the 8-second DSN, a correction of 3. 2-second delay.

4. In quad ratic prediction , the sum of three prediction voltages is present:
‘1 the linea r- and tangential-prediction voltages at pin 4 and the

quadratic-prediction voltage at pin 5 of the ~Xp network.

5. The ACCELERATION and RATE meters monitor the outputs of the
X and the +X4 or +X8 amp lifi ers, respectively.

6. Present-position voltage X0 is always present at pin 3 of the -X~
network.

7. Pa rallax corrections at pin 6 of the -Xi, network are determined by
the setting of the PARA LLAX potentiometers located at the correction
panel.
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8. The system-delay compensation voltage at pin 7 of the -X p network
is a very small correction (0. 005X).

9. The minimum-altitude circuit limits the outpu t of the -Hp amplifier.

a. This limit is determined by the setting of the MINIMUM
ALT ITUDE knob on the correction panel.

b. Operation beyond limits is indicated by the flickering of the
MINIM UM ALT ITUDE lamp at the rate-ind icator panel.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

• PREDiCTION COORDiNATES AND PREDICTED-TARGET COORDINATES

AAFCS M33 SETUP:

Completely deene rgized and all computer doors open.

EQUIPM ENT NECESSARY:

1. Multimeter ,

2 . Null-voltage test set , and

3. Check sheet.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:

Short te rminals 1 and 2 of T4 (fig 2-2) .

DEMONST RATION:

1. Perform a dynamic test usiug the log book .

2 . Explain how STATIC TEST NO. 5 will indicate troubles in the rate
circui ts .

3. Explain how STATiC TEST NO. 6 will indicate troubles in the
acceleration circuits.

4. Demonstrate the use of the check sheet in checking out the correct
values of Yp, 5, and H~.

5. By disconnecting termina l 784 in the computer , demonstrate tha t
the first-deriviat ive networks are prime suspects if STATIC TEST
NO. ~ is off tole rance .
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6. By disconnecting termina l 795. demonstrate that if STATIC TEST
NO. 6 is off tole rance , the second -derivative networks are good
suspects.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Both of the above
assumptions can be made , provided that the
first four static tests rea d correctly.
Demonstrate the procedure for setting up
the computer servos for the null-voltage
c heck.

7. Before the groups are put to work on a trouble , it  would be advisable
to misadj ust all the controls on the power panel and computer control
pane l . This procedure should be continued un t i l  the students have
become acquainted with the prel imina ry check-out proc edure.

8. Ha ve the students give the computer  a complete static test as well
as a tracking test (with plott ing boa rds) at the end of each trouble .

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary.

a. Open terminal 108 (fig 21-6).

b . P lace a bad tube in X 4 amplif ier  (fig 2 1-4) .

c. Open terminal 792 (fig 2 1-6).

‘1 d. Open any of the following termina ls :

781 788 795 798
784 789 796 799
785 794 797

e. Open any of the following terminals :

706 711 722 728
• 707 712 724

708 714 726
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2. Review.

a. Open termina l 5 of E45 in the radar cabinet.

b. Open terminal 25 of E45 in the radar cabinet.

c. Loosen the range-input network Z3 till the RANGE ha ndwheel
loses control of the range servo.

I
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LESSON PLA N

BALLISTIC SYNT HESIS

OBJECTIVE:

1. To introduce the use of ballistic correction.

2. To acquaint the student with the ba llistic unit and its assoc ia ted
components .

3. To develop a logical sequenc e for troubleshooting the ballistic c i rcui ts .

INTRODUCTION:

With the advances in the capabilities of aircraft , the fire control of
batteries becomes inc reasingly comp lex . Effective rounds must be discha rged
since there is a limited time of engagement. All standa rd and nonstandard
ballistic conditions are compensated for in the computer. The purpose of the
ballistic-synthesis section is to introduce these quantities into the computer.

PRESENTATION:

1. The corrections called ballistics are the fourt h step of the a ir
defense problem. It must be added to previous information to hit

‘1 a ta rget . Ballistic info rmation is a correction voltage for non-
standard conditions.

a. Standard conditions for 90-mm guns are:

1) Muzzle velocity is 2 , 675 feet per second,

2) Air density is 100 percent ,

3) Powder temperature is 70°F.,
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4) Air  temperature is 59°F. , and

5) Projectile weig h t is “ two squares.

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Enumerate the standard
conditions for the computer used with the 120-

guns.

b. Correction voltages for the above are developed in potentiometers.

1) These potentiomet ers are called bal l is t ic -synthesis
potentiometers.

2) They are located at the correction panel and in the four
serv o units .

3) The main  source of voltage for these potentiometers is
250 volts dc.

4) The a rms  of the potentiometer are positioned by one of
three servos (az , El , time-of- flig ht), or by the controls
on the correct ion panel.

c. The compensation voltages picked off the potentiometer arm s
will  correct the trajectory of a projectile so tha t it  wi l l  hit a
ta rget even though nonstanda rd condit ions exist.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Show the various
potentiometers in the ballist ic unit (figs
21-16 to 21- 18). Point out potentiometers
on correction panel (fig 21-19). Indicate
which potentiomete r arms are moved by
va rious servos and which potentiometer
arms are moved by the controls on the
correction panel. 

-

d. These potentiometers cannot be operated separate ly since the
various servos are interrelated.
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e. These potentiometers are empirically wound according to firing
tables ca lculated for the bal l is t ic  effects on a projectile.

f. The t ime-of-f l ight servo is the main positioning component
used for the solution of the bal l i s t ic -synthesis  problem.

g. Diagram 5 is a bloc k diagram of the bal l is t ic -synthesis  solution.
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Diagra m 5. Ball is t ic-synthesis  solution.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Review purpose of Df
on the large block. Use illustration to exp lain
the synthesis of Df. Relate i l lustrat ion to
figure 21- 16.

1) When -Df =  +D~ the computer solutio n to a problem is
solved.

2) The +Df is produced by the ballistic units.

h . The input networks used in ballistic synthesis are simila r to
the others found throughout the com puter.

i. The dc amplifiers are identical to the others found throughout
the computer.
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j .  Amplifiers are used to isolate and produce certain polarity
voltages needed.

I INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Point out those amplifie~~~
in the ballistic -synthesis system tha t are used to
isolate and prod uce certain polarities of voltages

L~~eded.

k. The voltages used at the input networks are negative , positive ,
or any combination of the two .

Note: This info rmation is availab le on the check sheet.

2. There are other factors conside red in the ba llistic solution. These
a re called secondary ball ist ics.

I INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Tie in ballis~~T~j
Lcoordinates -U ~ and ~~~~~

a. Wind will affect azimuth , elevation , and ra nge.

1) Wind a f f e c t i n g  ra nge: -R~~, a hea d or tail  wind .

2) Wind affecting azimuth:  J’N~ 
a c ross wind.

3) Wind affecting elevation is -H~~.

b. The c i rcu i t ry  for wind corrections is found on figure 21- 18.

c. The potentiometer A9/H46 is a sine-cosine potentiometer to
determ ine wind components for azimuth and range .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Explain that , to hit a
given target with a cross wind , the guns must
beai med into the wind.

d. The re are three factors that determine the effects of the wind.
These are the inputs to the +Tw network (fig 21- 18).

1) Muzzle-veloc i ty correction , V 1C.
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2) Time-of-f l i ght correction , T u B .

3) Slant ra nge to the virtua l target +Df.

e. The voltage +T~ must go throug h the OPERATION switch
S2D/H 19 (fig 21- 18) for most of the pos itions of th is  switch.
Exceptions are:

1) In TRACKING TEST , and

2) In DYNAMIC TEST.
I

f. The onl y purpose of the -T~ amp lifier is to have ~ r i cg at i ve
voltage at the potentiomete r A9.

rINSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Point out to the t~~~ I~~I1 : its

the potentiometers (fig 2 1- 18) which are ~ -‘ed
by hand . Correlate with potentiometers Ui

[~~~-19. -
g. The outputs of the secondary ballistic circuits a~ -J~., -R ~~,and -H~~.

1) These are all used in the ballistic-synthesis system onl y.

2) The pola rity of these wind corrections depends on the
difference in az imuth  of the p rojectile and the wind.

,~ 3) The pola rity is automatical l y adjusted by the sine-cosine
potentiometer A9 and the correction-panel potentiometers.

h. Secondary ball ist ic corrections must be made for muzzle whip
and drift .

rINSTRUCTOR S NOTE: Mention corrections
for jump and droop.

1) This correction is called -JD.

2) The magnitud e and polarity are va r iable .
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3) The t ime-of- fl ight servo is the controlling component unit
for adjusting JD .

4) The information JD is fed into the a z i m u t h  servo throug h
the OPERATION switc h (fig 2 1-7).

5) The voltage JD is out in TRACKING TEST and DYNAMIC
TEST.

I INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: A brief explanation of
dr i f t  and muzzle  whip may be needed to explain

L~ e need for these voltages.

SUMMARY

1 . The voltage +1)~ is a quantity describing the slant range to the
virt ua l target .

2 . The voltage +Df is a comparison voltage to -Di. When the algebraic
sum of these two is zero , the computer problem is solved.

3. The scale-factor voltage S (fig 21 -19) from air -densi ty  potentiometer
term i na l 16 is used to insure correct plots on the predicted altitud e
boa rd for varying ballistic factors .

4. The voltage A FM (fig 21- 13) is used in the fuze serv o to correct the
fu ze number for the effects of air  density .

‘1 5. The voltage - I-1~ (fig 21- 17) is used to correct f i r ing  elevation
deviations due to the pull of gravity.

6. The voltages 
~ w ’ -R ~ , and -l-L,~, (fig 21-18) are used to correct for

wind effects on a zimuth , range , and elevation , respectivel y.

7. In TRACKING TEST and DYNA MIC TEST , the voltages H~, Jw’ Rw,
and l-l~ a re not used.

8. In other positions of the OPERATION switc h, these voltages a re
placed into the ballistic-coordinate circuit.
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9. The remainder of the period will be devoted to a discussion of the
bloc k diagram of all the components of the ba l l is t ic-synthesis
ci rcui ts  and their associated components.

rINSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: As the arms of any of t hej
potentiometers are moved upwa rd , they correspond (
to a numerical increase of that function. _____ ]

I
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PRACTICAL EXERC ISE

BALLISTIC SYNTHESIS

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

System completel y energized and all computer doors open.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Multimete r ,

2. Chec k sheet ,

3. Test ampl i f ier , and

4. Null-voltage test set.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:

1. Open t e rmina l  88 in the rada r cabinet.

2. Remove fuze XF 13/A 15 and its associated indicator lamp.

3. Open te rmina l  99 in the radar cabinet (fig 19-20) .

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: The instructor ’s demonstration
should not be delayed while the students find the pre-
limina ry troubles. It is suggested tha t the secondary
group work on these troubles while the primary group
is engaged in troublesh ooting the computer.

DEMONST RATION:

1. Show how the log book used to check the compute r ballistic computa-
tions.
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2. Demonstrate how vary ing any of the ballistic correction dials alters
computer ’s solution to a given problem. Demonstrate with the static
tests.

3. Show students how to a line the correction potentiometers.

4. Show the location of all the components associated with the bal l ist ic-
synthesis section.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary .

a . Open any of the following terminals:

1) 734 (fig 21-17),

2) 737 (fig 21- 16), and

3) 878 (fig 21 -17) .

b . Place a bad tube in the ~l~I5 amp lifier (fig 21- 17).

c . Open any termina l in the ball is t ic-synthesis  section.

2. Review.

a. Short the terminat ing resistor on E 12 in the tracking console.

‘1 b. Sho rt the plates of Cl (fig 15-4) with a short piece of wire.
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LESSON PLA N

THE SUMMING AMPLIFIER

OBJECTIVE:

To explain , as simply as possible , how the computer transforms the
data it has developed into f ir ing information , and to present a brief account
of the problems solved by the sum ming networks in the various servo groups .

INTRODUCTION:

Up to this point in our stud y of the computer , we have gone to great
lengths in explaining how various bits of information rega rding present and
fut ure position of the target , as well as ballistic cor rections , a re developed
in the computer. We will now undertake to explain how this information is
put together and arranged in a form tha t can be used by the guns .

PRESENTATION:

J INSTRUCTOR ’S NOT E: Draw a simple bloc k
diagram of a closed servo loop on the black-

[boa rd.

DIagram 6. Closed servo loop .
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1. For the servomotor in diagram 6 to come to rest , it is obvious that
the Input to the input network must be removed.

2. In the case of the azimuth servo, some means must be devised
whereby the azimuth servomotor comes to rest when the value of
firing azim uth Af is correct.

3. If two inputs , equa l in potential but of opposite polarities , are sent
to the above input network , the effecti ve input to the summing
amplifier is zero, and the motor comes to rest.

- 
- 4. In the computer , a pair of potentiometers solve a similar problem.

This problem yields both negative and positive answers which are
sent to the input network of the summing amplifiers . The circuits
are arranged so tha t , when the value of A f is correc t , the answers
to the problem involved are equa l and of opposite polarity . In this
case, the azimuth servo comes to rest. If the two answers are not
equal , the azimuth servomotor turns until it finds a point where
there is no input or where the two answers equa l each other.

5. We will now demonstrate the solution for the ang le A f.

a. Assumtng that the projectile travels a perf ectly f lat t rajectory
and is una ffected by atmospheric conditions, the guns can be
positioned in a zimuth by the va lues of X~, and Y~ (diag 7). The
guns will he positioned at ang le Af to hit a target at the intercept
point.

N X~) Intercept point
‘

~

Diagram 7. Solution for Af.
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b. The values of X~, and Y~ have been determined by the predicted -
target coord inates section oi the computer. The only unanswered
question is , “What is the value of~~j?”

c. Forgetting , for a moment , the purpose of the computer , let us
examine a right triang le (dlag 8) that Is congruent to the triangle
shown in diagram 7.

A

Diagram 8. TrIa ngle congruent to triangle in diagra m 7.

1) LB = 900.

2) LA+L .C = 90°.

3) LA+ ,LB+LC = 180° .

4) The line AC is the hypotenuse of the triang le.

‘1 d. We will now (diag 9) draw a perpendicula r to the hypotenuse of
the triangle tha t passes through angle B.

B

7

C

Diagram 9. DrawIng a perpendicula r to line AC of diagram 8.
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e. We will call the perpendicular OB.

f. If we had to, we could easily prove that LOAB is equal to LOBC ,
but for now let us just take it for granted.

g. If we wanted to find the value of the line OB, we could use the
formula : AB sin LOAB = OB.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOT E: This formula might
raise a little commotion with  the class , bu t it
should not be too ha rd to c lea r up this confusion
with a brief expla nation.

h . Since LOAB is equal to LOBC, we could also solve , i n the
following manner , BC sin LOBC = OB.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: If you can get these
two formula s across , the rest of this class
should proceed with ease. It might be well
to spend a few minutes to make sure the
students have absorbed the two formula s as
well as to reiterate that the same principle s
are involved in solving for Ef and fuze.

i. Returning now to the block diagram of the azimuth servo, we
will be able to use the information we have just discussed in
learning how the computer solves for Af. The values X0, -X.~ ,
Y~, and -Y~ are sent to a pair of quadrant switches. the

,; quadrant switches are used for nothing more tha n to make the
values of X~ and Y~ conform to the system of coordinates that
is used in the computer.

[i~ STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Review how the
coordinate polarity varies for each of the I

• 

, 

Jjour quadrants.
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B Xp Tar c~ t

‘X’p

Diagram 10. Ta rget in the first quadrant .

j .  Potention eter A 11 is arranged in such a manner that , when the
azin .ut h servo positions the wipe r arm , it solves for the value
of line OB (diag 10) by using the formula X~ cosine Af. A
negative voltage representing the solrtion ~or the value of OB
is sent to the az imuth- sum input net’ ,ork.

k . Potention- eter A 10 yields a positive solution for OB by using the
formula Y~ sine A f which is also sent to the input network.

1. The serv o loop will drive until  a point is reached where
(Y~ sin A f) - (X~ cos A f) = 0. At this point , the input to the
input network is zero , and the motor comes to rest.

n . .  The fine and coarse synchros tha t are driven by the azimuth
servomotor will then develop the data rega rding Af that is sent
to the guns.

n. Positive values representing wind and drif t  corrections are also
sent to the input network, adding to the j ositive value of
+(Y p sin Af). This merns tha t for the amplifier input to remain
at zero we must position A 11 so tha t a larger value of -(Y r cos
Af) is obtained . The azimuth servomotor will continue to move
the arm of A 11 until 4.(Y ~~~~ Af ) +(Ad) 

~(Jw) -(Y r cos A f) = 0.
When this point is reached, the servo comes to rest, and the
gun information has been corrected for wind and drift .
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[ INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Turn to figure 21-7
and spend a while going over the operation
[~~d function of components.

6. We will now cover the solution for firing elevation.

a. The solution for firing elevation is very similar to the solution
for firing azimuth (diag 11).

Predicted firing

~:2:iiIII:S
Diagram 11. Servo solution for firing elevation.

b . The value of line OB is again solved by two different equations ,
and the answers are given two polarities. The answers cancel
each other when the firing elevation is correct.

II P.STRUCTOR’S NOT E: Place a block diagram
Jd rawing of the elevation servo group on the
Jboa rd.

c . The values tha t are sent to the Input network are -(R f sin Ef)
and +( Hf cos Ef ). Any corrections necessary to compensate
fo r the trajectory of the projectile are also sent to the network
as positive voltages , thereby changing the servo position at
which ze ro input is attained. When the servo comes to rest ,
the fi ring elevation has been corrected by amounts proportiona l
to the co rrection voltages introduced to the input network.
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7 . The time-of- flig ht servo uses the values -(R f cos Ef ) and -(H f sin Ef )
to compa re with +D1. It can be seen that both values represent the
h ypotenuse of the same triang le. When the equa l but opposite
solutions cancel at the t ime-of- flig ht input network , the time of
flight has been solved.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOT E: Explain how fuze can
now be determined and start a little review.

rhe formulas are to be used onl y to
clarif y certain points of the computer ’s
solution , and the students should not be
held responsible for memorizing them .

The purpose of this conference is not to
teach trigonometry but , rather , to show the
students some of the simple r princip les that
are involved in the operation of the computer.
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

SERVO GROUPS

AAFCS M33 SETUP:

Completely deene rgized with all computer corrections misadjusted.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Null-voltage test set ,

2. Multimeter , and

3. Check sheet.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:

Terminal  107 (fig 21 -6) removed.

DEMONST RATION:

1. On the azimuth summing amp lifier input network , demonstrate how
the inputs on pins 3 and 4 approximate each other in voltage but are
of opposite polar ity.

2. Point out and discuss the purpose of the qua drant switches .

3. At the elevation input net work, demonstrate how the inputs at 3 and
4 cancel each othe r. Use static tests and leave 270V DC POWER
switch OFF.

4 . Point out the quadrant switches assoc iated with the elevation servo.
Mention why onl y two quadrants are necessary in elevation as opposed
to four In azimuth.
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5. With the 270V DC POWER switch OFF , set up the servos for
STATIC TEST NO. 2. Measure inputs to terminals 3 and 4 of the
azimuth input network. Move the azimuth dia l about 200 mils in
eithe r direction. Re-measure the inputs on terminals  3 and 4.
Exp lain what happened .

6. Enter into a review discussion of the computer as so far  covered.
Do not fo rget to mention tha t if the solution for f i r ing azimuth is
wrong, elevation , time of flight , and fuze wil l  also be in error. If
onl y elevation is wrong, t ime of flight and fuze wil l  be in error , with
azimuth slightly off , etc.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Remove any of the following terminals  and replace with dummy leads.

706 713 724
707 714 726
709 721 727
711 722 728
712 723 729

2. Remove the springs from any of the quadrant switches.

3. Remove te rminal  11 of E7S.

4. Use any of the trouble s previousl y listed in the computer practical
exercises.
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LESSON PLAN

TRIA L FIRE INDICATOR AND TIME-TO-BURST INTEGRATOR

OBJECTIVE:

To discuss and explain:

1. The function and purpose of the trial fire indicator and time-to -burst
integrator ,

2. The va rious channels of the trial fi re indicator ,

3. The operation of the t ime-to-burst  integrator , and

4. The velocity fi re problem .

INT RODUCTION:

The tr ial  fire indicator (TFI) is used , in conjunction with the time-to-
burst integrator (TBI) c i rcui ts  of the compute r , to determine the muzzle
velocity (MV) of air defense guns. Distanc e and time are the basic factors
a ffecting the determination of va lid firing data. Both of these factors are
dete rmined by velocity fi re using the tria l fire indicator and the time-to-
burst integ rator. The time-to -burst integrator is the device used for
computing the time element . The indicator gives a disp lay of action around
a predetermined point. If a correction for ra nge is to be made, the muzzle-
velocity potentiometer is used to correct the error. The new position of the
MUZZLE VELOC ITY dia l is the developed MV of the gun tha t is shooting,
and this is what we are trying to determine. Therefore , we have a ‘la rge
stopwatch” whic h is used to measu re projectile time of flight to a definite
range , determ ined range , or velocity. These “stopwatch” components,
actually electronic circuits , sta rt a t imin g action which begins when the gun
is fired and ends when the projectile explodes . The student should know both
unit operations.

ci 
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PRESENT ATION:

The tria l fi re indicator is located in the extreme upper right corne r
of the tracking console .

2. The tria l f ire indicator is made up of four channels. They are the:

a. Sweep channel ,

b. Video channel 1

c. Signal-selector channel , and

d. Bias channel.

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Present block d iag ra m
with genera l statements of each channel (fig 18-1) .

1) The sweep channel produces two three-mic rosec ond saw-
tooth waveforms for the horizontal deflection coils. Sweep
gene rator circui t  is shown in d iagram 12.

a) This sweep channel consists of :

1. Expansion amp lifier V2 ,

2. Pa raphase amp lifier V 3A,

3. Sweep generator V3B,

4. Amp lifier V4 ,

5. Sweep am plifier V5 and V6, and

6. Transformers T2 and T3.

b) The sweep channe l produces a signal to be used in the
selector channel.

• c) The sweep channel also produces a signa l to be used
in the unblanking on the TFI.
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I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: A detailed operation of
each tube is not needed . However, a short
review on sweep generation is necessary. All
[~ puts and outputs should be presented. I

4 13 +
Eg

1 I

t tT’ —

~~~~~~~~~~ Conducting -,
Nonconducting.,... — —

Diagram 12. Simple sweep generator circuit.

2) The video channel produces the presentation of video on the
t rial fire indicator by applyi ng the video to the bottom
ve rtical deflection plate.

a) The video channel consists of:

1. Video amplifier V7 ,

2. Video amplifier V8, and

3. Pulse amplifier V19.

b) The video channel prod uces two other signals:

1. One for the bias circuit , and

2. One for the signal-selector circuit.
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c) The input to the pulse ampli f ier  Vl9 (fig 18-2) is the
acquisition range mark.

1. The output of V19 can be used in al l  three channels
of the TFI.

2. It can be removed from the TFI comp letely by
ON-OFF switch S5 (fig 18-2).

3. Switch S5 in the ON position is used in conjunction
with  the bias adjustment in the bia s channel.

4
4. PU LSE LEVEL control R94 is used in adjusting

the bia s of V I I  by controlling the amp litude of
input pulse .

F .  JUMP LEVEL control R96 is used in conjunction
with switch S4.

6. The ope ration of S4 wil l  result in effectivel y f i r ing
V i i  and stopping the t ime- to-burs t  integ rator.

Ti~s1~~~c’roR’s_NOTE : Use pictorial
explanat ion for adjustments above.

3) The signal-selector channel is simila r to a gating circui t
in that it is operated properl y onl y when the coincidence
tube V9 conducts .

a) Video and expansion pulse in coincidence causes V9 to
conduct .

b) Tube V9 wil l  conduct onl y for lengt h of expansion
pulse (three microseconds).

c) Tube VlO amp lifies and inve rts the three-~isec video
pulse.

d) Tube VI7B , a cathode follower , is for isolation.
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e) The pulse stretcher is CR1 and its associated compo-
nents.

1) The operation of the pulse stretcher is shown in
diagram 13.

~~ 
CHARGE C32

— 

c 
V I I  

— — SC HA RG E ~ 32

Diagram 13. Simplified pulse stretcher.

1. Capacitor C32 charges when the cathode of VI 7B
goes positive .

2. As C32 cha rges, the charge on capacitor C16
r ises , and causes the grid of V i i  to become
positive; henc e, VU conducts .

3. Because of the action of CR1 , the grid of V i i
remains positive for a longe r period of time than
the duration of the three-Ilsec video pulse.

[TNSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Explain , in detaili
1 diagra m 13 and the operation of CR1. J

g) When the thyratron-switch tube V i i  conducts , it stops
the time -to-burst integrator.

1. Tube Vi i  is normall y cut off by the bias channel.

2. The conduction of tube V i i  extinguishes READY
lamp 13 and energizes rela y K30 (fig 21-13).
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3. READY lamp 13 is normally li t .

4. When relay K30 is energized , it stops the dial at
the fuze servo.

5. RESET button S2 will  c~1use V i i  to cease conducting
and cause READY lamp 13 to become lit again.

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Voltage values user]
as bias on the va rious tubes in the selector
channel should be indicated. Also , point out

[j~~w the bias may vary in different sets.

4) The bias channe l (fig 18-3) produces the bias for the correct
operation of the tria l f ire indicator.

a) The bias level of the channel is ~~termined by the video
and noise from the receiver.

b) The bias selector tube V l2  will  not conduct unless
video and the TRGA (30 microseconds in duration) are
in coincidence .

c) The ampl i f ie r  V l3  inverts and amplif ies  the input
signals.

d) The integ rator VI4A will ma in ta in  a certain level of
conduction depending upon the noise level.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Point out to studentsl
that the newer sets have a different type of

[hookup.

1. With no signa l into VI4A , the grid may be varied
from ground to +i 1. 4 volts by the MIN BIAS
adjust ment R80.

2. This adjustment determines the conduction of VI4A
which in turn develops the dc level output.
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3. As video and noise grow stronger , the dc level
becomes more positive.

4. The MAX BIA S adjustment R86 varies the input-
s ignal amplitude (video and TRGA).

5. The t ube VI4A is normally conducting.

6. Cathode follower VI4B is controlled by the dc
input to its grid.

7 . The cou pling tubes V15 and V16 are gas-filled VR
tubes. They have a -174v drop and coup le the
voltage to the grid of VI7A .

S. The tube VI7A is a dc bias amplifier . It inverts
and amplifies the negative signal output from
tube V17A and keeps Vii cut off until video from
the selector channel  overcomes the bias .

9 . The tube V 18 is a voltage-regulator tube that keeps
a steady - 150 volts on the cathode of V I7A.

Note: The proper adjustments for the MAX BIAS R86 and the MIN BIAS R80
are given in the log book.

10. Firing of the switch tube V i i  energizes K30 and
stops the t ime-to-burst  integrator.

3. The t ime-to-burst  integrator circuit  is used to check over-all
accu racy of the computer and fuze servo (fig 21 - 13).

4. This network is used in conjunction with the fuze servo and tria l
fi re indicator .

5. The t ime-to- burst amplifier is located at the ext reme rig ht of
• group 3 of the dc amp lifier.
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6. The network cons ists of:

a. Relays K! and K2 and associated resistors ,

b. Relay K29 , and

c. Relay K30.

7. The simple block diagram of the time-to-burst integ rator is shown
in diagra m 14.

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Present operation of
the network on block diagram level (diag 14)
[!~ this point.

Tria l

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

dial

contact Dead time

DIagram 14. Time-to-burst integrator.

8. The controls associated with time-to-burst integ rator are :

a. OPERATION switch ,

b. RESET buttons , and

c. INPUT DATA switch.
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INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Present the positions
of above switches and their functions during
velocity fire.

9. The time-to-burst integrato r is operated by a negative voltage
which increases linearly in time.

a. The integration of a squa re wave accomplishes this.

b. The output of the -TB amplifier is a linearly decreasing voltage
whose leading edge represents the firing of the gun and whnse

4 trail ing edge represents the burst point of the projectile.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: An explanation of
integ ration may be necessary to get the idea
across. Show voltage at input to the -TB
amplifier and show the output waveforms.

I 3 2.SM 5 ’  1 I J ~~~~ 
— ___________ — — —

‘29 Ev 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4OE~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ EB

J~~~~~~~
P7  9 J ‘O

~~~
_ ”

~~~~~~
J_

~~7 
J____ — — SPOT ~~~~~~ J~ ME — —

~~~~ 

I T~~~ E TO.

Te._ 9U~~ST NET W O RK FuzE sc qvo

I ME - IO-PuRST ~~~~~~~~ 
— 

~1
RESET 5~ 

I I

_ _ _  

T1L~~~~~~ ~~~~~

CONTACT T 9~ A L - F I R E
NO IC AT  OR

Diagram iS. Time-to-burst integrator simp lified schematic diagram.
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10. The ope ration of the t ime-to-burst  integrator follows. By referring
to diagram 15, the entire operation may be seen from start to
f in i sh .

a. With S2A of the OPERATIO N switch in the TRIAL FIRE position ,
as shown , the closing of the gun-fire contact at the instant of
recoil will p lace a momentary ground on K29 and Ki  and activate
these rela ys .

b. One contact of 1(29 removes from the fuze servo and applies
the output of the t ime- to-burs t  integrator.

c One contact of Ki provides a holding circuit for itself and for
K29 through the spring-loaded TIME TO BURST RESET push-

button Si.

d. The other contact removes the 10, 000-ohm shunt resistanc e
and sets the integrator into action.

e. Another contact of K29 removes the fuze spot and dead-time
corrections so that the onl y input to the servo is the output of
the t ime-tb -hurs t  integrator. This output decreases linearl y
with t ime.

1. The SERVO dial increases linearl y af ter  moving rapidly toward
zero.

- I g. When the projectile video adds to the QRMK video, the th yratron
V I I  fires in the t r ia l  fi re indicator if given accurate range
info rmation .

h. A coincidence tube is employed prior to the thyratron so that
the projectile video must be within  +250 ya rds of the range
setting to enable the pulse to reach the thyratron grid .

i. When the thyratron fires , its plate current flows throug h K30
and operates it.
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j. The lone contact of K30 places a ground on K2 whose contact ,
in turn , terminates the square-wave input by grounding this
po int. This acts to hold the output constant at the value it has
when K2 ope rated .

k. The other contact of K2 provides its own holding circuit  through
the same path used to obtain ground for K29 and Ki .  This
insures that K2 wil l  r emain energized even though K30 may be
deene rgized as a result of ope rating the RESET pushbutton S2
on the tr ial  fire indicator.

I . The fuze servo wil l  tu rn  as a result of the negative voltage
input from the TRI , but it stops when the feedback equals the
final  output value of the TBI.

m. The FUZ E SERVO dial  wi l l  continue to hold the reading of the
exact t ime of flight in seconds .

n . As a fi na l step, to return the circuit to its quiescent state, the
TIME TO BURST RES ET pushbutton is pressed to deactivate
K!, K2 , and K30 and to stop conduction of Vi!  by removing BI-.
The norma l data are then applied to the fuze servo , and the
dia l again reads the fuze of the tria l po i nt .

11. Veloc ity fi re is used to determine the actual time of flig ht for each
gun under standa rd conditions.

a. The actua l t ime of flight is found throug h the combined use of
the trial fire indicator and the time-to-burst integrator.

b. In a velocity fire problem, six valid rounds are fi red from
each gun in a ba ttery, and each round is timed from muzzle to
a predetermined firing point.

I) An average is taken from the six rounds , and the muzzle-
velocity potentiom eter is adju sted to this average .

2) The fuze servo measurement of the time of flight of each
round is cut off by the video burst signal.
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c. When all guns have been through the velocity fire problem , an
average of all guns in the battery is taken.

1) This new average is set in on the muzzle velocity
potentiometer.

2) Although the setting of the muzzle velocity potentiometer
may not be correct for any one gun , the ta rget will  be rn the
center of the combined burst a rea .

‘1
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

TRiA L FIRE iNDICATOR AND TiME-TO-BURST INTEGRATOR

AAFCS M33 SETUP:

Fully energized including computer.

INsT RUCTOR’S NOTE: It will be the
instructor ’s responsthility to see that his
trial fire indicator and time-to-burst
integrator are adjusted and working properly.
Otherwise, very little will be accomplished
during this exercise.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Test amplifier,

2. Multimeter,

3. Null-voltage test set , and

4. Check sheet.

PR ELiMINARY TROUBLES: None .

DEMONST RATION:

1. Demonstrate the trial fire bias adjustments.

I INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: The sweeps should
be vertically and horizontally centered

[before the class arrives.

2. Press the RESET button at the trial fire Indicator and turn off the
READY lamp.

9j
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3. Open the two large doors on the computer and check the interlocks .

4. Place the INPUT DATA switch in LOCAL and the OPERATION switch
in TRIA L FIRE.

5. Open the dc amplifier bay and short termina l 75 of the computer or
te rminal  7 of the -TB network to ground.

6. ExplaIn that in actua l use, te rmina l 75 is shorted to ground by a
switch at the guns and that the fuze servo is now reading time of
flight in seconds . Use figure 21-13 to show this momenta ry ground.

7. At some ti m e before 30 seconds time of flight, trigger the time-of-
fligh t indicato r and point out the reading on the fuze servo.

8. Press the TIM E TO BURST RES ET pushbutton and point out the fuze
servo which now reads the fuze number tha t it was indicating before
te rminal 75 was shorted .

9. Point out the following components:

a. TB amplifie r,

b. Integrato r~ input network, and

c. Relays K29 , K30, K!, and K2.

I INST R UCTOR’S NOTE: Let the students set]
the TFI bias and sta rt and stop the trial fire

‘1 [~~easurement for themselves.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary.

a. Remove terminal 169 in the rada r cabinet (fig 18-3).

b. Replace Vii  with a bad tube (fig 18-3).

c. Replace VI0 with a bad tube (fig 18- 3).
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d. Replace any of the tubes in the video or sweep channels with
bad tubes.

2. Review.

a. Interchange the spade lugs going to terminals 773 and 774 at
the computer.

b. Remove terminal 715 (fig 23-13).

c. Disconnect the retaining spring on one of the azimuth quadrant
switches.

I

t
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LESSON PLAN

PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS

OBJECTIVE:

1. To present a procedure for systematically checking the computer
which will aid in locating malfunctions.

2. To explain the purpose of each test and how it insures accuracy of
fi ring.

3. To review briefly the complete compute r operation.

INTRODUCTiON:

The AAFCS M33 system is a complex unit with many electronic
components . Some method must be devised to check the operation and
accuracy of the system . This check is to be done efficiently and in as short
a period of time as possible. The preope rationa l check accomplishes this
task.

PRESENTATION:

1. The log book is the most important record of the system ’s past
performance and of what present maintenance is needed.

a. It consists of test sheets for the preoperatlonal check.

!) White sheets are daily tests .

2) Pink sheets are weekly tests .

3) Blue, yellow, and green sheets are monthly tests.

b. An expla nation of each test Is at the front of the book.

94
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c. A place for comments is included in the rea r of the book.

Comment should be placed here.

I INST RUCTOR’S NOT E: Knowledge of the need
for records and how to keep them is one of the
weak points of present maintenance men. Log
[~~ok procedure cannot be overstressed. J

2. Daily preoperattona l checks .

I INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Incorporate a brief
Ldescription as each check is covered.

a. Voltage check.

b. Tracking test with guns in REMOTE.

c. The use of the log-sheet static test under standard conditions.

1) Use static checks to check entire computer without
corrections or spots.

a) Use check sheet in conjunction with static -test checks .

b) TM 9-6092- 1 contains the check sheet.

2) Explain use of static checks under nonstandard conditions
to check entire computer with corrections or spots.

a) Use the check sheet in conjunction with the static-test
check.

b) Voltages must be within tolerances.

d. Check guns and gun dials against computer dials.

Note : Normally static tests (1 through 6) are used. Tests ! through 4 check
ballistics while 5 and 6 check prediction.

1) Use a test aircraft for complete computer check.
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2) Use a ground aiming point or a celestia l body to check
present position data .

3. Weekly preoperational checks .

F1~~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Incorporate a brief
[description as each check is covered . J

The plotting- board test checks the orientation of the automatic
plotting-boa rd pens.

a. OPERATION switch in the STATIC TEST position.

b. INPUT DATA switch in the LOCAL position.

c. Set information , as prescribed by the log sheet , into the track-
ing console.

d. Set plotting controls to OPERATE and then to PLOT .

1) Tests 1 and 2 check the horizontal boa rd .

2) Test 3 checks the present altitude board .

3) Test 4 checks the predicted altitude boa rd .

Note: All pens must plot within 1/8-inc h of designa ted poant. Check the
designated point with log sheet .

4. Monthly preoperationa l checks .

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Incorporate a brief
• description as each check is covered.

a. The horizontal prediction test is used to check the validity of the
prediction circuit s in the horizonta l plane . The information for
the proper check is obtained from the log book.

1) Follow log sheet instructions for correct placement of
computer switches and rada r switches .
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2) The radius of each circle must be within tolera nce.

I INSTURCTOR ’S NOTE: Using the log book, 1
point out the various positions of the switches

the computer. ]
b. The pa ra llax-correction test is used to chec k the accuracy of the

th ree correct ion circuits.

1) OPERATIO N and INPUT DATA switches are in TRAC KING
TEST and LOCAL, respectively.

2) Data are placed into the tracki ng console prescribed by the
log sheet.

3) Results are observed on the firing AZIMUT H and ELEVATION
dials .

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Use log book inst ructions
to place correction knobs at correct setting for
each problem . Show how readings of the servos

Land the log book are used.

c. The wind-azimuth correction test checks the wind-azimuth
correction circuit.

1) Use STATIC TEST NO. 2.

‘1 
2) Set WIND VELOCIT Y dia l at 50 mph .

3) Turn WIND AZIMUTH dia l according to log book, observing
AZIMUT H, ELEVATION, and FUZE SERVO dials at their
limits.

d. The computer dynamic operation test determines the accuracy
of computer prediction and of the prediction pens at the plotting
boards.

1) Place radar and computer switches to proper positions
according to log book.
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2) At the target-rate indicator, place:

a) HORIZONTAL PREDICTION to LINEAR ,

b) ALTITUDE PREDICTION to LINEAR,

c) PLOTTING CONTROL to PLOT,

d) HORIZONTAL DATA SMOOTHING to 4 seconds ,

e) ALTITUDE DATA SMOOTHING to 8 seconds.
4

3) Turn RANGE handwheel, slowly, one turn counter-
cloc kwise to set in a range rate of 120 yards per second .

4) The predicted altitude pen should plot the figures shown in
diagram 16.

Curve 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Diagram 16. Computer prediction response versus
predicted-altitude pen plot .

• 5) The predicted position pen on the horizonta l plotting board
should plot a straight line toward the origin of the
coordinates.

6) The next five tests must be made with the pens at their
proper starting position.
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, ;  The positions of switches for additiona l tests are prescribed
in the log book.

8) The prope r figures to be plotted for the various tests can be
found in the log book.

[INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Show on log book or on
[the boa rd the figures of the various tests. ]

e. The target-rate test is used to check the validity of rate circuits
in the horizonta l and vertical planes.

1) Follow the setting prescribed by the log book.

2) Set up multimeter for dc voltage operation .

3) Connect the multimete r between term i na k in TCC (listed in
• log book sheet 7) and, after 10 seconds , it should indicate

less than 0. 5v dc.

4) All predicted pens should plot a straight line toward the
origin of the plotting boa rds .

f. The dead-time test is used to check the validity of the dead-time
circ uits.

Note: A stopwatch is needed to perform this test successfully .

1) Set DEAD TIME dial to 4 seconds.

2) Set computer and radar dials to the correct setting shown in
the log book.

3) Turn RANG E ha ndwheel counte rclockwise two turns .

4) The FUZE SERVO dia l decreases with range . At a chosen
readi ng, sta rt the watch and turn DEAD TIME dial to 0.

5) Watch the FUZ E SERVO dia l and whe n It returns to chosen
number , stop the watch.

• 99
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6) The elapsed time should be 4 ±0 . 4 seconds.

7) This test must be repeated and an average taken.

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Explain momentary
increase in fuze number when DEA D TIME

[~~ob is t urned to 0.

g. The altitude-limit test checks the operation of the minimum-
altitude circuits in conj unction with the PREDICTED ALTITUDE
LIMIT lamp.

1) Computer AIR SURFACE switc h is in SURFACE position.

2) TA RGET lamp it lit.

3) Turn MINIMUM ALTITUDE knob up slowly.

4) PREDICTED ALTITUDE LIMIT lamp flickers at a setting
of 50 ±100 ya rds on dial.

5) Chec k log book fo r tolerances.

h . The ba llistic test is used to check out the ballistic-synthesis
circuits .

1) The standard ba llistic-conditions check has 19 problems.

a) The problems are set in at the tracking console
according to the log book.

b) Answers are recorded and compa red with the log book.

2) The nonstanda rd ballistic-conditions check has 18 problems.

a) The problems are set in at the tracking console
according to the log book.

b) Answers are recorded and compared with the log book .
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c) If an out-of-tolerance condition occurs , a cor rection
should be made immediately.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain how the check
sheet is used to find an out-of-tolerance
condition. For the proper class period , work
sheets should be obtained to give students
actual practice in recording in log books . The
problem is to be worked out by the instructor
prior to class period.

I
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

PEROPERATIONAL CHECKS

AAFCS M33 SETUP: Completely ene rgized and all computer doors open.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Test amplifier ,

2. Multimeter , and

3. Null-voltage test set.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLES: None.

DEMONST RATION:

1. Explain the various methods of computer testing suc h as:

a. Tracking test (explain exactly what ci rcuits are being tested).

b. Dynamic test (use the curves in the log book) .

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Have each man
[perfo rm at least one dynamic test. 

~J
2. It is assum ed, optimisticall y perhaps , that the students are by now

fa milia r with the purpose of the static tests. Therefore , as little
ti me as possible will be devoted to this subject.

3. Show the use of the log book as It applies to the preope rationa l
checks on the computer.

4. Explain the method used in setting in the correction for pa rallax
(bri ng the guns to the computer).
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5. Have the students complete the log book for the dail y, weekly, and
monthl y checks.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Divide the class into
two groups . 

______________________

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Insert troubles tha t
will be found during the course of performing
the specified checks listed in the log book.

Symptoms Trouble

1. Azimut h is unaffected when a Disconnec t terminal 22 on
cross wind of varying velocity the wind-velocity potenti-
is set in. ometer.

2. Parallax does not affect elevation Remove termina t 3 of the
servo reading . H-pa rallax potentiometer.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: This is the last
p ractical exercise on the computer prope r
before the beginning of the study of the
plotting boa rds. Therefore , it might be
wise for the instructor to review all the
t roubleshooting procedures used so far in
the computer.
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LESSON PLA N

P LOTTING BOARDS BLOC K DIAGRAM AND ASSOCIATED CIRCUIT S

OBJECTIVES:

• 1. To discuss the purpose of all plotting boa rds.

2 . To present circuits associated with plotting boa rds.

3. To discuss the operation of plottin g boa rds on a block diagram level.

4. To present the cha racteristics of each boa rd .

5. To discuss control circuits in general.

INTRODUCTION:

it is desired by the commander tha t some record of engagements be kept .
It is because of this that p lotting boa rds were designed . The items of equip-
ment tha t suppl y this record are the horizonta l, present altitude , and
predicted altitud e plotting boa rds . These greatly increase the firing effec-
tiveness of the unit . From the plotting boards , valid info rmation can be
prod uced for future engagements.

PRESENTATION:

1. Four plotting boa rds are used in the AAFCS M33: three automatic
boa rds and one manua l boa rd . The three automatic boa rds are as follows .

• a . The horizonta l plotting boa rd is used to show horizontal
dista nce traveled by a target. It utilizes the values of X0 and
Y0 on one arm and X~, and Y~, on the other. This boa rd records:

1) Present Information , and

• 2) Predicted info rmation.
104
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b . The present altitude boa rd is used to record the present altitude
position of the target.

c . The predicted altitud e board is used to record the predicted
altitude of the ta rget against its horizontal travel.

d. The early warning board is used to plot the course of the
incoming target by i nformation sent from higher channels . The
plots on this board are done manually.

2 . The plotting controls consist of a five-position switc h and two
pushbuttons to guide and control all plotting pens .

a . The five positi ons of the PLOTTING CONTROL switc h are:

1) REFEREN CE MARK ,

2) STAND-BY ,

3) OPERATE ,

• 4) PLOT , and

5) TEST .

TINSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the operatio~~
of the pens in each position. I

b. The two pushbuttons of the plotting controls are :

1) PLOTTING CONTROL PEN INTERCHA NGE, and

2) PLOTTING CONTROL PEN LIFT .

iNSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Explain operation
of pens under both conditions.
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3. The mark circuits display certain types of marks on the plotting
boards. These different ma rks give indications of various actions
going on during operation. These marks are:

a. Timing ,

b. Fire, and

c. Cease-fire marks.

Note : These marks will be discussed in a later conference.

4. The over-all block diagram of the plotting boards is shown in
diagram 17.

Present value
of X and y Pen Horizonta l

Predicted value interchange ploturg boa rd
o f X and Y

• • 
—1Predicted altitude

and Predicted al t i t ude~~~~~~~......_...
h a n  photUag

scale ______________

Present altitude [c ~esent alUtude

hor iz onta l range —
-———-...~~ plotfizig~~~~d-

Fi re , ~~~~~
Plotting Reference fi re marks ,
controls mark t iming

____________ ____________ 
marki

Diagram 17. Plotting boa rds .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The trigonometric
values of the inputs to various boa rds are
not necessa ry. Mention of the voltage
symbol is all tha t is necessa ry . That is
as shown in diagra m 17.
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a. The horizontal plotting boa rd contains two pens . The inputs
driving the pens are X and Y information.

1) There are two motors controlling each pen.

a) X L and YL motors control the left pen.

b) X R and 
~ R motors control the right pen.

c) The X motors control horizonta l movement of the pens .

d) The Y motors control vertical movement of the pens.

2) One pen is plott i ng present information while the other plots
predicted information.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Figure 22- 1 is a good
schematic for showing inputs to each motor
and which pen is plott i ng present , or predicted ,
information.

3) The plotting-pen circuits are servo loops. The pens will
come to rest when feedbacks from the respective servos
a re opposite in polarity and equal in amplitude to the
input signal.

4) The servomotor tachometers are not interc hangeable as
a re the other servos on the computer. This is due to the
gear-reduction box.

5) Another feature of the horizonta l board is the pm-interchange
system.

a) This feature is incorporated to prevent pen interference
when plotting present and predicted information.

b) Because of this system, the pens will exchange their
plotting information rather tha n Interfe re with each
other.
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c) Two lamps are associated with each pen to indicate its
plotting data. These lamps are:

1. PREDICTED, and

2. PRESENT .

6) Genera l information about the horizontal board .

a) The horizontal plotting board consists of a sheet of
t ranslucent materia l approximately 29 inc hes square.
A reference system is provided by a series of concentric
range circles at intervals of 5, 000 ya rds and radia l
azimuth lines that are engraved on the boa rd . The
cente r of the board represents the gun-directing point .
A sheet of tracing paper is placed over the plotting
board and arranged so that lights shining behind the
boa rd illuminate the range circles and azimuth lines.
Two pens plot the present and predicted positions of
the target upon the paper and trace the path of the
aircraft being tracked.

b) The scale of the horizontal boa rd is 1: 100, 000. This
allows use of military maps for making overlays .

b. The present altitude board is operated by the input information
representing R0 and H0.

1) There is a servo for each of these inputs. Their operation
is the same as that of the horizontal board.

2) The ~~ input to the present altitude board will drive the
system from 0 yards to a position representing 40, 000 yards.

3) The H0 input to the present altitude board will drive the
system from a minimum altitude of -500 ya rds to a maximum
altitude of +20, 000 ya rds . With no voltage input , the pen is
at zero altitude.
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4) Genera l information conc erning the present altitude boa rd .

a) The present altitude plotting boa rd plots a continuous
record of the present altitude postLion of the target.

b) The present altitude plotting board plot is approximately
14 inches by 7 inches.

c) It is marked by slant-range circ les every 5, 000 ya rds
and altitude lines every 2, 000 yards. The range circles
extend from zero to 40, 000 yards, and the altitude lines
extend from -500 to +20, 000 yards.

d) The board provides a continuous recording of the present
target altitude against its horizontal range at a scale
of 1:100, 000.

e) The complete plots may be removed as in the horizontal
plotting board; clean paper is advanced into position by
a hand-operated roller.

f) The origin of the coordinates corresponds to the
tracking antenna.

c. The predicted altitude boa rd is operated by the input information
representing R~ and H.p.

1) The operation of the unit is the same as that of previous

‘1 servos,

2) The R~ input will drive the system horizontally from 0 yards
to 14, 400 yards. Two inputs make up the R~ input. They
are voltages representing a value for X and one for Y.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The exact formula or
nomenclature of this voltage is not necessary
for maintenance, and the student should be
held responsible for the names only,
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3) The H0 will drive the system from -500 yards in altitude to
+14, 260 ya rds in altitude.

4) The voltages (+s) and (-s) are received from the ballistic
circ uits for trajectory corrections.

a) These voltages are used in the feedback circuits of the
two servos.

b) The voltage -0339S is used to establish the lower
limit of pen operation at -500 yards.

5) General information concerning the predicted altitude boa rd .

a) The predicted altitude plotting board plots a continuous
record of the predicted altitude of the ta rget against
its predicted horizontal ra nge .

b) The plot is about 14 inches square , and the 90-mm
gun -trajectory chart for sta nda rd conditions of muzzle
velocit y and air dens ity is engraved upon it.

c) It uses a scale of 1, 000 ya rds per inch which varies
with the computer muzzle veloc ity and air density to
keep the gun-tr ajectory cha rt very nearly correct.

d) If the system is to be used with anothe r type of gun ,
a new plotting surface, engraved with the appropriate
gun-trajectory chart , is required for proper operation.

e) The predicted altitude board shows a range of 14, 400
yards and an altitude from -500 to +14, 260 ya rds.

1) Its origin of coordinates corresponds to the battery
gun-direc ting point.

g) The scale of this boa rd Is approximately one-third that
of the other boa rds for sta nda rd ballistic conditions.
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5. The plotting-control circuits are used to develop the various marks
on the plotting boards at the compute r operator ’s console. The five
positions of the plotting control appea r as in diagram 18.

r PLO’rrING CONTROL

PEN LNTE RCHANGR PEN LIFT

C) OPERATE C)
STAND-BY 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
,

~~~~
..— PLOT

REFERENCE ~~~~~~~~~ TEST

Diagram 18. Plotting control positions.

a. In the REFERENC E MARK position , the relays tha t are
opera ted are:

1) K6 1,

2) K62,

3) K71 ,

4) K45 ,

5) K63, and

6) K67.

7) The pens plot to the origin of the coordinates of each board .

Note: Point out tha t on the horizontal boa rd only the right pen moves.
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8) With the switch placed in STAND- BY, the pens make a
little ma rk and return to the STAND- BY position.

b. In the STAND- BY position , the pens are ready to go into
operation .

1) The horizontal pens are held in a position 2, 000 ya rds
short of the edge of the board.

2) The present altitude pen is within 2, 000 yards from the
right side .

3) The predicted altitude pen is within 640 yards of the right
side .

4) The relays operated by this position are :

a) K63,

b) K64 ,

c) 1(65,

d) K66 , and

e) 1(67.

c. Iii the OPERAT E position , all pens move into operation and

‘1 function accord ing to their input data but do not plot .

d. In the PLOT position with prediction in , the pens actually begin
to plot the target ’s course.

e. In the TEST position , a test for proper operation of the pens
can be made.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: All relays energized
in the fi rst two positions of the switch are
deenergized by the positions OPERATE and
PLOT.
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SUMMARY:

I .  There a re three automatic  plotting boards and an ea r ly warning
plotting board. The automatic boa rds are :

a. Horizontal ,

h. Present al t i tude , and

c .  Predicft ’d al t i tude .

2. The pl ott ing controls are ope ra ted by a five-position switch. The
positions of the switch are:

a. REFERENC E MARK.

b. STAND-BY ,

c. OPERATE.

d. PLOT , and

e . TEST.

SUGGESTED TROUBLE~~

Sympto ir Probable Cause

1. No pen ope ration or pa rt ia l Chec k input and output plugs on
pen ope ration . prediction -control panel in

corrputer .

2 . No pen interchange or Di rty contacts of pen -interchange
separation of pens. relays.
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• PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

PLOTTING BOA R DS BLOCK DIAGRAM AND ASSOCIATED CIRCUITS

AAFCS M33 SETUP: Full y energ ized .

EQUIPM ENT NECESSARY: Null-voltage test set and mul t imeter .

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE: None.

DEMONST RATION:

1. If possible , have the tracking rada r tracking a ta rget and the plott ing
boa rds plotting the path of the ta rget.

2. Set in c lea n paper at the horizontal plotting board .

3. While  the pens are in ope ration , demonstrate the following:

a. Plotting boa rds in STAND- BY (pens ff.ove to the sides of the
plotting boa rd) .

b. Plotting boa rd in OPERATE (pens go to the designated posit ion
but do not touch the paper) .

c . Plotting boa rds in PLOT (present pen plots the target path , and ,
if prediction is in , the predicted pen plots predicted information).
The pen on the predicted altitude board plots only when the
predicted pen on the horizontal plotting board is plotting.

d. Plotting boards in TEST (all pens are on the paper).

4 . L)~, ~nstrate the pen-interference intercha nge by shorting the two
pens on the horizontal plotting boa rds with a sc rewdriver.

5. Demonstrate the arm-interfe rence interc ha nge by moving the arms
together.
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6. Push the manua l pen interc hange (with prediction out) , and have
students note the effect.

7. Have the students note the t iming  marks . Explain that they form
arrows pointing in a nort heast direction , wherea s the fire and
cease-fire marks form arrows pointing in a southwest direction.

8. Explain and demonstrate the use of the reference marks .

9 . Locate the relays associated with  the p lotting boa rds. Take the
cove r off the relays tha t produce the t iming , fire , and cease-fire
marks.

10. Locate the mod u lators and LPSA associated with the plotting boards.

11. Open the hor izonta l plott i ng boa rd and point out the motor tachometers
that drive the right and left pens in the X and Y directions . Do the
same for the othe r two boards.

12. Point out the a rm- in te r fe rence  relay.

13. Demonstrate the zeroing of the plotting - boa rd potentiometers.  Have
each student zero at least one potentiometer.

iNSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: II possible , have a pen-
servicing kit on hand , and put some of the students
to work on cleaning and filling the pens.

14. Demonstrate the procedure used in changing rolls of paper on the
plotting boa rd .

INsTRUCTOR’S NOT E: At the end of this exercise , your
plotting boa rds should be in perfect working order. Check
all  ma rks and potentiometer zero adjustments as well as
pape r and ink supplies. Be sure tha t the following exer-
cises can be devoted to troubleshooting 

~~ y with no
interruptions for purposes of maintenance and repair.

15. Spend the rest of the period review ing the components used in the
operation of the plotting boa rds . Plot a few aeria l ta rgets if possible.
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LESSON PLA N

PEN-INT ERCHA NG E , REFERENCE -MARK ,
AND TIM ING-MARK CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVE:

1. To explain the purpose and operation of the interc ha nge circuits in
the various modes of operation .

2. To discuss the reference marks and their associated circuits .

3. To discuss the t iming marks  and their associated circuits .

4. To present a logica l sequence for troubleshooting these circuits.

INTRODUCTION:

The data disp layed on the plot ting boa rd s are a very valuable source of
information. This info rmation must be continuous. Because the system of
pen interchange is used , inte rference of the pens on the horizontal plotting
boa rd is prevented . In orde r to read the plots recorded on the boa rd , some
type of key or symbols must be used. From these symbols or marks ,
inforrr at ion concerning tactics , altitude , direction , and capabilities of an
attack can be predetermined . The effic iency of the battery will be improved
by the use of these ma rks .

PRESENTATION:

1. General information.

a. Pen interc hange exists only at the horizonta l plotting boa rd .

b. Timing marks are made every twenty seconds.

c. Reference marks are made on all three boards.
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2 . The data flow and sequence of events of the pen-interchange circuit
a re shown in the bloc k diagram (diag 19).

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOT E: Take students through
the data f l ow and sequence of operation of the
block diag ram. The slow-release relays and
the time i nterva l of operation should be
presented here.

A ur~~MATl C
INTERC~~AN GE I PEN

PEN CONTACT , MAGNET
PEN OVERL AP

V41 CIRCUIT

INTERCHANGE INTERCHA NGE DATA 1
MANUAL RECYCLE CONTROL INTE RCHANGE

,NT E~~CHA NGE 1(46 1(47 1(52, KS~ 1(69. 1(70

[~~PLOTTiNG INTERCHANGE [~~PRESENT .

6OA ~~D LOCKOUT PREDICTED

X L. Y L. X R. V R 
IOvE RLOAO ) LAMPS

Diag ram 19. Bloc k diagra m of the plotting
control pen interchange .

3. The pen interchange in the horizontal boa rd will eliminate any
i nterference between pens duri ng an engagement or in testing .

4. Automatic interc ha nge occurs when pen holders or pens come into
contact with each othe r. The resulting action will:

a . Lift pens ,

b. Interchange da ta , and

c. Await settling of servos before d ropping pens to boards.
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5. PEN CONTACT or PEN OVERLAP switc h initiates the interchange
by grounding the grid of V4 1.

a . Tube V4 1 conducts , ene rgizing relay K5 1 and reversing pen
operation.

b . Pens will change from present to predicted plots.

Note: One of the pens will be plotting present info rmation and , upon contact ,
will change its p lotting to predicted information.

c . Rela y K5 1 will energize automaticall y whenever the pens meet.

6 . Manual interc hange occurs whe n the PLOTTING CONTROL PEN
INTERCHA NG E button is pressed.

a. The closing of switch Sl2/ Cl  ( fig 22 -6) w i l l  energize relay K5 1.

b. Rela y K 12 supplies ground for relay K5l .

Note: Pen intercha nge takes place any time relay K5l is ene rgized , and the
pens are lifted from the boa rd . Pens remain lifted as long as relay K5 l is
energized.

c. To insure comp lete pen interchange, relay K5 1 is kept energized
by the intercha nge-lockout c i rcu i t .

7 . The interc hange - lockout circuit is a holding circuit for the relay
K5 1.

a. Relay KS! is kept energized until the pens assume their
respective new positions .

b. When the information in the pen dc amplifiers is zero , the
inte rchange-lockout circuits will let relay K5l deenergize.

c. The interchange lockout will hold the pens out of operation ,
using the tubes V42 , V43, V44 , V45 , and thei r associated
relays , until pen interc hange Is over.
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8. The following is the sequence of relay operation.

a. Relay K5 1 energizes , operating the pen magnets and lifting the
pens from the paper.

b . Relay K5 1 energizes re lays K46 and K47.

c. Relays K46 and K47 control the recycling of the pen.

1) One or the other of these relays is energized during
interchange.

2) The relays are both energized or both deenergized between
intercha nge.

d. Relays K52 and K53 are energized by relay K46 .

1) Rela ys K52 and K53 are the control relays for the pen
changeover.

2) They operate in suc h a manner tha t Xda ta are intercha nged
before Y data.

3) These relays also operate the proper interchange of the
tights at the bottom of the horizontal plotting boa rd .

4) Data-interchange relays K69 and K70 are energized by
relays K52 and K53.

a) Data relay K69 operates the X da ta in the horizonta l
board amplifier.

b) Data relay K70 operates the Y data in the horizonta l
board amplifier .

c) Both relays are energized or deenergized during
plotting of the pens .

d) When both relays are energized , the predicted position
is plott ed by the left pen.
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e) When both relays are deenergized , the present position
is plotted by the left pen.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The contacts associated
with the rela ys mentioned above should be
cove red here .

9. On the fi rs t intercha nge, relays that are energized are :

a. K46 ,

b. K47 ,

c. K52 ,

d. K69 , and

e. K70.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: The function of each
relay above is necessa ry here as a review of
major components.

10. Diagram 20 is a block diagram of the timing-mark circuit.

I MARK [~~~~~‘-‘~~L I ti-ax
I I I S~~1J~~CE
I E TEG~ATOR 

~~~ 
P~I.A1~BI I K9~, j c96,

LiLcl. ?99 I~2~,Ke ,r89 K97, K98

L~Diagram 20. Timing-ma rk circuit.

1!. The t imin g marks that appea r at the plotting board are shown in
diagram 21 .
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Timing
— marks

Diagra m 21. Timing marks.

12. These timing marks are initiated by the mark integrator V81
(fig 22- 7) every 20 seconds.

13. The timing interval between marks is established by the sett ing of
the pote ntiomete r arm of resistor R83.

14. The A section of V8l energizes relay K99 at the end of each time
interval.

a. Relay K99 energizes relay K94 , and

b. Grounds the grid of V81, the B section .

15. The mark- sequence rela y K94 ene rgizes relays K82 and K84.

a. No ma rks are produc ed by these relays . Their function is to
get the circuit ready for timing- mark voltages.

b. Relays K83 and K94 provide a ground for K95 and energize it.

c. Relay K95 keeps relays K83 and K84 energized through its
contacts .

d. The application or remova l of timing marks on the plotting
boa rds is done by the energizing and deenergizing of relay K95.

e. The relays making the timing marks are K95, K96, 1(97 , and
1(98.

I
a 
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1) Relay 1(95 is deene rgized during the time interva l between
marks.

2) Relays K96 , K97 , and 1(98 are ene rgized during the time
inte rva l between marks .

f . The following is the sequence for timing-ma rk relays .

K99 1(94 K83 1(84 1(95 1(96 K97 1(98
tO (O sec) —

(Start sequence) D D D D D E E E

t l ( 18.4sec)  E/t E E E E E/D E E

t2 ( 18 .8 sec)  D ~/D E E E D E/D D

t3 (19. 2 sec) U D E E E 0 0

t4( 19.6sec)  D D E E E/E U U D

t5 (20. O sec) U D D D D E E E

E - Energized.
D - Deenergized .
E/D - Excitation is removed from coil , but the contacts remain

closed for 0.4 sec .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: For proper explanation ]
of relays 1(95, K96 , K97 , and K98 , thei r contacts

‘1 (figs 22-2 , 22-5 , and 22-7) should be presented
in conjunction with each one ’s function.

16. The storingcircuit prevents the fire and timing marks fro m interfe r-
ing with each other in the event they both occur at the same time.

a. The storing circuits are made up of relays K94, 1(81, K83, and
K84.

b. Relays 1(94 and 1(81 store or delay the timing marks .

c. Relays 1(93 and 1(83 store or dela y the firing mark.
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INSTURCTOR’S NOT E: A brief explanation ofl
the ope ration of the above relays should be
presented here.

17. The sequence of operation of the various relays studied in this
lesson is shown in diagra m 22.

[~~
T

~
L2T_

~~ K99 2PLATE •32Ov .K9l~

IT 
~~

0
~~~~

”
~~~~J~~~_2 By

Diagra m 22. Control and ma rk-sequence relays.

Note: The abbreviation SR indicates slow release relays .
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PEN INTERCHA NGE, REFERENC E MARK , AND TiMING MA R KS

AAFCS M33 SETUP: Fully energized including computer.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multimeter and null-voltage test set.

PRELIM INARY TROUBLE: None.

DEMONSTRATION: (fig 22-1 )

1. Review with the students which amp lifiers control the movement of
the pens.

2. Point out the location of the pen moto r tachometers , potentiometers ,
pen- interference microswitch , and the drive cabling.

3. Point out that the voltages necessa ry to cause the pens to form the
marks agree perfectly with the polarity of the coord inates in all
four quadrants. For example , in order to form the downwa rd stroke
of the ti ming mark , a negative voltage must be sent to the Y
amplifi e rs; therefore , K84 and K95 ( fig 22- 1) must be energized .
To get the pen to move hack up, the negative voltage is taken off ,
and a ground is used in its place. 1(82 is energized.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: If the student thinks
in terms of what voltage is necessary to produce
the different pa rts of the t iming marks, he may
find it easier to grasp the sequence of timing-
ma rk relay operation. The same can be done for
the fi re and cease-fire ma rks and the reference
marks.

4. Show the location of the time and fi re-mark relays and the reference
and interchange relays .
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INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Show the students
how to count the contacts on the SR relays.

5. Point out the mark integrator and stages 41, 42, 43, 44, and 45.

6. Inspect one of the pen magnets.

7. Time the interva l between timing ma rks and make the appropriate
adju stment of R83 for 20 seconds.

8. Demonstrate that the t iming-mark sequence can be started by pushing
K99 with your finger. This can be used as a check to localize a
trouble to V8 1.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

Primary .

a. Replace VI in the X R LPSA with a bad t ube .

b. Replace termina l 131 in the computer with a dummy lead
(fig 22-4).

c. Open termina l 151 (fig 22-4).

d. Loosen J2 on the horizontal plotting boa rd til t the right pen
does not move in the Y direction .

e. Open termina l 118 in the computer (fig 22-6) .

f. Open terminals 158 and 157 in the computer.

g, Replace V8 1 with a bad tube ( fig 22-7).

• h. Place paper between any of the contacts of 1(91, K92 , K93, or
1(99.

i.  Misadj ust the balance control on one of the pen modulators.
This will cause one of the stages, V42 , V4 1, V43, or V44
(fig 22-6), to cond uc t and energize its associated rela y with the
result that the interchange circuit works onl y once.
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2. Review.

a. Replace V3 5, 000-ya rd multivibrator in the track-range computer
with a bad tube .

b. Have students perform the track AFC adjustment .

‘1
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LESSON PLA N

FIRE AND CEASE -FIRE MA R KS

~~~~CTIVE.

To present and discuss:

1. The purpose and the operation of the fire- and cease-fire mark
channel.

2. The circuits associated with the fire- and cease-fire mark channel.

3. A logical sequence of troubleshooting this c ircui t .

INTRODUCTION:

The last part of all m .Iitary operation is a critique. To analyze an
encounter in which the batte ry has engaged rapidly, f i r e  and cease-fire marks
are used . These marks are superimposed on the ta rget plot. With this
information , the batte ry commander has control over further battery action.
This will enable him to have a better percentage of kill.

i’~~~ ESENTATION:

1. Genera l information.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Begin with a review of
the timing-mark circuits. The review will
serve as an excellent tie -in for this lesson .

a. In normal tracking operation, fire and cease-fire marks may be
made only when the following buttons have been pushed.

1) TRACKE D ,

2) COMPUTER READY , and

3) HOSTILE.
127
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b. The above conditions imp ly:

1) Smooth tracking by rada r ,

2) Smooth prediction by the computer , and

3) Target within fuze range.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Take students throug h 1
the sequence of events init iated by TRACKED ,
COMPUTER READ~~ and HOSTILE buttons. ~

j

2. Fire and cease-fire ma rks are presented in diagram 23.

(1) Horizontal  boa rd (2) Alt i tud e boa rd

‘
~ Diag ram 23. Fire and cease-fire marks .

.3. The control of these marks is accomplished by rela y K u .

Note: Relay 1(11 is deenergized between engagements (fig 22-7) .

a. During the standby period , relay 1(11 keeps relay K92 energized.

b. Relay K92 provides a ground path for starting the fir ing marks .

c. Depressing the FIRE button S8A energizes relay K!!.
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d. Rela y 1(11, when ene rgized , applies ground to K9 1 and energizes
K9 1.

e. Relay K9l energizes re lay K93 throug h the contacts of rela y 1(92.

f. Rela y K93 energizes relays K8l and 1(82.

g. Ground is applied to relay K95 throug h the contacts of 1(81 and
K8 2.

h . Relay K95 is now energized , and the sequence of marks  is
sta rted .

I I NSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: For proper evaluation
of the relays , figures 22- 2 and 22-5 should be

~~~ed in conjunction with figure 22-7.

i . The voltage sources for making these ma rks come from th ’I

voltage dividers R92 , R93 , R94 , and R95 (fi g 22 -2) .

j .  The sequenc e for f i re  and cease-fire relays is as follows:
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[INSTRUCTOR S NOTE: Show the students that
relays K96 , K97 , and K 98 are energized during
the time interva l between marks .

k. The voltage used for the fire and cease-fire marks is simila r
to the voltage used for t iming marks except for the polarity .
Positive voltage is used here.

Note: Marks do not appea r every 20 seconds like the time marks , but only
when the FIRE button or CEA SE-FIRE button is pressed. There is one mark

for each button.

1. When relays K96 , K97 , and K98 have com pleted their action ,
the fire mark is made.

in. Relay 1(98 terminates all  action , and the circuit returns to
normal.

4. The pressing of CEASE FIRE button S7 (fig 22-7) will deenergize
relay 1(91 and energize rela y K92 .

a. The whole sequence of relay operation is started again through
the slow-release contacts of rela y K9 1.

b. The sequence is the same as that mentioned above for the
f i re-mark  presentation.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Show students that contacts
of relays K81 and K83 are in opposite channels.
Exp lain why this is so. Also present the fact tha t
the contacts of relays 1(91 and 1(92 operate the horn
relay panel .

5. The function of each of the various relays studied in this lesson is
shown opposite each of the relays listed below .

K92 or K91 Initiator
K82 Voltage selector
K83 Bloc k
K93 Storage
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K95 X L, ‘
~
‘R’ H0, H~

K96 Ground
K97 X L, X R
K98 Ground

[T~ STRUCTOR’S NOT E: A detailed explanation
of the material in paragraph S should be given
here. A short expla nation of the Hay den timer
should also be given at this time.
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

FIRE AND CEASE- FIRE MA R KS

AAFCS M33 SETUP: Fully energized.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multimeter and null-voltage test set .

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE: None.

DEMONST RATION:

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Since the subject of
fire and cease-fire marks entails very little
additiona l troubleshooting over what was
covered in the previous practical exercise,
it will be found that today ’s subject matter
will  not cover the full time available. It
is suggested tha t , after the students are
sufficie ntl y fa milia r with the ma rks , they
be given a review of all that has been
cove red in the plotting boa rds. The
instructo r will  place troubles anywhere in
the plotting-board system using previous
practical exe rcises for his list of troubles.
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LESSON PLA N

REVIEW OF AAFCS M33 COMPUTER

OBJECTIVE:

To review the com plete operation of the computer in the solution of the
air defense problem .

INTRODUCTION:

The purpose of this lesson is to review the over-all computer operations.
The student now has studied the individua l parts of the computer and the
completion of the picture is necessary . This will also clea r up and bring
back to mind parts of the computer that are very vague to him .

PRESENTATION.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE:- This lesson will
refresh the student ’s m ind on the subjects
presented during this portion of the
course. The main purpose is to develop
t roubleshooting techniques , and the class
should be conducted along this line . The
student should fill in the following block
diagrams with the instructor.
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1. Simple complete block (diag 24) .

ROUGHLY IN ~~~~~~~~ 
~~ 1~~ ONVE RT TO 

X e 
T PREDICT

AZIMUTh I—U4 ELEVATION ’ ~—SI~ RECTANGULAR I—~ 
FUTURE

AND SLANT] AND SLANT 

~D 

COORD INATES POSIT ION

ACO TRACK
RADAR RADAR

I V
P

CORRECT FOR CONVERT
BALLISTIC

I AND T 
G

NONSTANDARD 
FIRIN

CONDIT IONS

A f . Ef ,  F
________ 

GUNS

Diagram 24. Simple complete block diagra m .

2. Block diagram of observed-ta rget coo rdinates section (diag 25).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AMPUflER]

DIagram 25. Bloc k diagra m of observed-ta rget coordinates section.
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a. One volt is equa l to 160 ya rds at the input to the D0 amplifie rs.

b. One volt is equa l to 400 ya rds at the input to the elevation-da ta
potentiometer.

c. The outputs of this section are rectangular coordinates and are
sent to the prediction circuits and the plotting boards .

3. Prediction coord inates section (diag 26) .

8,

Diagram 26. Prediction coordinates section.

a. The data -smoothing networks are continually operating .

b. The data-smoothing networks are used to smooth erratic
voltages.

c. The outputs represent a rate of cha nge in each coordinate.
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4. Predicted ta rget coordinates bloc k diagra m (diag 27).

-x p
—

~~~

1 1 TO AZIMUTH

-x ~ I SERVO

‘~ 1 x .A 2X SUMMING —en SUMMING
AMPL IFIER AMPLIFIER

— V  -

V
S

I TO AZIMJT H

“ 0 ~ I I I SERVO

SLIMMING SUMMING

AMPLIF IER ] AMPLIFIER J
H9

H0 
~~~ 1 -H TO BALLISTIC -

-
~ 

H, ~ SUWMNG F ~‘ * COORDINATES

Diagram 27. Predicted-target coordinates block diagram.

a. For linea r prediction ,

Xp = X 0 + L ~1X.

b. For tangential prediction,

X~ = X0 + ~ 1X + 
~ 2 X , and

c. For quad ratic prediction ,

X~~= X0 +~~ 1X +  ~ 2 ’ ~3
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5. The azimuth servo (diag 28). 

~~~~~~~ 

AMPL~~~ IER 

MOOULATOR 

}...j

_

:

~~~~~

:: ~~~~

SIN Al FEEDBACK

L -~~~~~ SIN A l  1
TO BALLISTIC

F

Diagran. 28. Azimuth servo.

6. The elevation servo (diag 29) .

SIN A -I.j 
— 1

AMPLIFIER EL EV A T I O N

I -IR 1 SIN El 
CORRECTION

~~~~ £~~~ VATION~~~~~~~~ E~~~ V A T :~~~~ 

H_
MODULATOP}f

_
SERVO H_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

P j J +(H~ cos LI PECOBACK

: ~ L :::: S~~
I } TO TIML OF FLIGHT

Diagram 29. Elevation servo.
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7. The time-of- flight servo (diag 30) .

FEEDBACK

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. 

~ 
MODULATOR 

H_~

z

~~

:: NMOTO

~~~ 

~~~~: ~~

L’\ F  

FEEDBACK

Diagram 30. Time-of- flig ht servo.

8. The fuze servo.

a. The fuze servo is necessary because of the dead-time element
between cutting the fuze and fir ing the projectile.

b . The fuze number is usuall y la rge r t”an the time -of-flig ht nu mber
but may be sn -aller .
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c. The system comes to rest when F~T~ Fm = 0.

d. FM is a correction for a i r  density , n uzzle veloc i ty , and time-
of - flight effects on the fuze.

9 . Ballistic synthe si- -~ section (diag 31) .

. T_ 54n (A-A ,) 
__________________

I 
5-1 1 1-i TO AZIMUT H

Of —S~ I A -A WIND VELOCITY , SERVO
t T 0 iT

0J  ___________ 

AIR DENSITY , -R~ 1 TO
TJ A MPLIFIER AND -T Co s (A -A 

APE) ELEVATION
T n.,d V—1 DIFF ERE NTIAL — * POTENTIOMETERS SECTION

•Df TO TIME.OF-

AMPLIFIER FLIGHT SERVO

,4J’ F,8 TOFUZE SE 0
I 

—0-

MUZZLE / I ________________

VELCC1T’Y, / 1 1
ELEVAT ION, 

H H 
TO

T)ME .OF- 
- a $ BALLISTIC

FLIGHT A~C 
~~~~~~~~~~ AM PLI FI( R SECT~~~

AIR
DENSITY

POTENT IOMETER

_ _  

~~~~~~1 T O
____________ AMPLIFIER I—.— .. ~ PLOTTING

SECTION }..........J BOARDS

______________________ O.O~139S

Diagram 31. Ballistic-synthesis section.
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10. The plotting boards (diag 32).

HORI ZONTA L PLOTTING BOARDS

X0, Y0 PEN 29” X 29” , SCALE: 1:100,000

INTER. RANGE - 40,000 YD

CHANGE 
AZIMUTH LINES - EVERY 200M
2 PENS —PRESENT & PREDICTED

R~. H~ —.._.I PREDICTED ALTITUDE
14” X 14”, SCALE: 1” ~i36,000 YD

MAX RANGE — 14,400 YD

+s,-s ~~~~~~~, 
ALTITUDE 500 YD TO

-O.0339S 14,260 YD

PRESENT ALTITUD E
7” X 14” , SCALE: 1:100,000

R0, H0 ~‘ MAX RANGE — 40,000 YD
ALTITUDE — 500 YD TO

20,000 YD

I FIRE AND CEASE-
PLOTTING J REFERENCE FIRE MARKS,
CONT ROLS MA RKS 

TIMING MARKS

Diagran-. 32. Plott ing boa rds (M33C) .

t
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a. Plotting board controls:

1) PLOTTING CONTROL PEN INT ERCHA NG E pushbutton ,

2) PLOTTING CONT ROL PEN LIFT pushbutton , and

- I 
3) OPERATION switch:

a) REFERENCE MARK ,

b) STAND-BY ,

c) OPERATE ,

d) PLOT , and

e) TEST.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Review complete block
diagram and point out corresponding units at
the comput”r (diag 33) .

Troubles should be simulated in the system ,
symptoms should be given , and students should
t roubleshoot to right channe l and unit. Troubles
are up to your disc retion . Diagra m 33 should
be completed with correction-voltage data
running throughout the compute r.
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ra?~~ ~
J—1 x , I I  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I

I I . I oss:RVEI) 
PREDICTION

~7I~~itEfftT
- . I -  I- 5-_5-~U5-ffI AZIMUT H

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

— 

SI QVO

TO GERIS

JO

H
’PREDICTE D TIME -OF - 

~
1* 11,11 FLIGHT ~. (L EVAT ICRI ~ I

C(’ROINAT ES SERVO ,,  SERVO

He SECTION
TC OUS T

PA R a L L A X  ~~ RA , .L I ST IC 
UZE

CIT RRECTI IVI a_ SYNTHESIS

H SECT~~ 1
— Fl u E

SE IT
TO G&AS

Diagram 33. Complete bloc k diagra m with units
contained in computer.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

COMPUTER REVIEW

AAFCS M33 SETUP: Fully energized.

~ QUIftv1ENT NECESSARY: Multimete r and null-voltage test set.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE: None.

DEMONSTRATION:

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This exercise will
demand more than the usual amount of
preparation by the Instructor for Its proper
presentation.

The following 18 an outline that Is
suggested for the presentation of this class
and should be adhered to only Insofar as
group and instructor variations permit.

1. At the radar cabinet, monitor the D0 output of the range computer
for a range of 20, 000 yards. Ask any relevant questions, such as,
“What happens to D0 af ter 40, 000 yards?” and “How many ya rds
does one volt equa l at termInal 172.”

2. At the computer, monitor both the tnput and the output of the
amplifier.

a. Why do we read 50, 000 yards In and 20, 000 yard. out?

b. What Is the purpose of the positive and negative D0 amplifier.?
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3. Discuss the method whereby the elevation-data converter solves for
the unknown sides of the triangle whose known side is D0 and whose
known angle is E0. Why is a certain amount of +D0 sent to the -R,,,
potentiometer ?

4. Discuss how R0 and A0 are used to fo rm the va lues X0 and Y0. Make
sure the students know where to measure these values.

5. Since the values of H0, Y0, and X0 have been determined , the
computer has positioned the target to a certain portion of space.
Discuss the means by which the computer goes about finding where
the ta rget will be by the time a projectile reaches it. Explain the
effects of the ballistic corrections on the computer ’s answer for any
one problem. Be sure to point out check points and the location of
ha rdware.

6. Explain that , since X0, Y0, and H0 are known, it is only necessary
to fi nd the values of ~X, ~Y , and MI in order to find the values of
K~ . ~~~ and H~.

7. Since the values X~, Y~,, and H~ are rectangu la r coordinates,
it remains necessa ry to devise a method of converting these
coordinates to firing data in order to point the guns to the predicted
ta rget position. This is done in the summing amplifiers by sending
to their Input networks two opposing answers to a given trigonometric
problem . When the answers are exactly equa l and opposite , the
summing amplifier will have no input and , therefore, yield no output.
Since the summing amplifier has no output , the servo that It controls
will come to rest. Resolvers , which are driven by the servo, w ill
info rm the guns where the servo came to rest or where to point in
orde r to hit the predicted target position.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Once the main ideas of the
computer ’s solution are presented and absorbed by the
students , the instructor can go on to the purpose of the
static tests , timing marks , fire and cease- fire ma rks,
plotting boa rds , etc . lie sure the students know where
everything Is. Review any troubleshooting procedures
they may have forgotten.
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8. For the remainder of the class , the in structor can insert troubles
from any previous computer practica l exercise.

I

Army, Fort Bliss, Texas
HumR RO 128104
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